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Garden Ready Plants 
Despatched at the 
optimum time and 

usually before blooms 
have formed for better 
root growth and more 

vigorous displays. 

Plugs 
Grown using an 

innovative cartridge 
plug system, these 
young plants have 

an extra strong root 
system. 

Potted Plants 
Available in sizes 

from 7cm, these well-
established plants 

can be planted 
straight out and into 
their final positions.

Jumbo Plugs 
Perfect for 

planting straight 
into baskets and 
other containers.  

Size: 5-11cm. 

Postiplugs 
A popular size for 

good reason. Plant 
parcels fit through 

most standard 
letterboxes.  
Size: 5-9cm. 

Approx. 
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Courgette Defender F1 
A British bred courgette that is resistant to cucumber 
mosaic virus which often decimates courgette plants in our 
gardens. Produces very heavy crops of mid-green, slightly 
speckled courgettes.  ‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-May. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

161328 20 seeds £3.49

Tomato Gardener’s Delight 
Gardener’s Delight produces long trusses of small cherry-
type fruit with outstanding flavour. These delicious bite-sized 
tomatoes are ideal for salads, and an exceptional cropper 
outdoors or under glass. 
2m (6.5ft). Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182142 50 seeds £2.99

Browse our fantastic 
range of seeds and 
grow your own 
delicious veg! 
From salads to root 
veg and everything in 
between, we have seed 
to suit both patio pots 
and large veg plots.

Beetroot Boltardy 
Resistant to bolting and recommended 
for early sowing. Suitable for organic 
growing. Ideal for freezing. Certain to 
be a favourite in no time at all! 
30cm (12in). Sow: Mar-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

151383 250 seeds £2.49
185432 6m - seed tape £3.49

also 
available
SEED 
TAPE

A customer favourite!

Disease resistant 
heavy cropper

3Over 10,000 products available at suttons.co.uk
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Spring sowing

De Monica  Be the first to harvest 
delicious broad beans! Ten years of 
breeding have produced the earliest 
maturing broad bean variety. 
1.2m (4ft). Sow: Oct-Dec, Feb-Mar. Harvest: Apr-Jul. 

193820 60 seeds £3.49

Luz De Otono 
A vigorous growing broad bean that 
shows excellent cold resistance for 
overwintering use. Will produce long, 
high quality pods of tasty beans. 
1m (39in). Sow: Nov-Jan, Aug. Harvest: May-Jun, Oct-Nov. 

194118 35 seeds £3.49

Autumn & Summer 
sowing

Express  As its name suggests, Broad 
Bean ‘Express’ is the fastest maturing 
variety available and an early spring 
sowing will out yield all others. 
90cm (35in). Sow: May-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

195100 35 seeds £2.99

Autumn & Spring 
sowing

Robin Hood  These compact plants 
have a neat habit that makes them 
ideal for growing in patio containers 
as well as in the vegetable garden. The 
flavoursome beans are ideal for freezing. 
35cm (14in). Sow: Mar-May. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

193850 35 seeds £4.49

Karmazyn  A compact-growing broad 
bean that will produce a bountiful crop 
of tasty and colourful beans!   
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety. 
Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

194112 40 seeds £3.49

Crimson Flowered 
A heritage Broad Bean variety with 
stunning crimson flowers, followed by 
a good crop of short, upright pods and 
delicious beans. 
90cm (35in). Sow: Feb-May. Harvest: May-Jul. 

199815 40 seeds £3.49

Masterpiece Green Longpod 
Arguably the best green-seeded variety, 
growing well in most conditions, and 
producing good pod lengths with up 
to 7 beans per pod. 
90cm (35in). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

194996 35 seeds £3.49

The Sutton 
Ideal for exposed sites, this vegetable 
plant will produce very large numbers 
of pods. Each pod contains four or five 
beans of superior quality. 
30cm (12in). Sow: Nov-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

194694 45 seeds £3.49

Edamame Green Shell 
Commonly known as Soya Beans, 
these plants produce short, hairy 
pods that each contains up to 3 
beans. These high protein beans 
have a delicious flavour and creamy 
texture when cooked. 
90cm (36in). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

199812 40 seeds £3.99

Giant Exhibition Longpod 
Pods of good length and beans of 
delicious flavour. Very successful on 
show benches. For spring sowing. 
White seeded variety.   
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
1.2m (4ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

194090 40 seeds £3.49

Witkiem Produces a good crop of plump 
pods filled with big, tasty beans which can 
be harvested from June onwards. 
1m (39in). Sow: Feb-May. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

195110 35 seeds £2.99

Statissa 
Grows fine beans inside a slim 
pod that enable you to cook and 
eat the young beans whole. 
Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

193819 35 seeds £3.49

Aquadulce Claudia - See back cover
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Vegetable Seeds - Broad Beans
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Broad Beans  A source of vitamins A, C and E, plus protein and fibre.  
 Cook pinched-out tips as a tasty alternative to spinach.

Best grown in a sunny but sheltered site, with good drainage. Attractive to pollinators.

OFFER £2.99 with every order - 20 Iris Eyecatcher usually £12.99



Climbing  
French Beans

Dwarf  
French Beans

 A source of vitamins A, C 
and E, plus protein and fibre. 
Never eat raw

 Source of vitamin A.  
 Delicious when no thicker 

than a pencil, and can be sliced 
or cooked whole.

Blue Lake 
Traditional favourite. Medium-length, 
tender, stringless, round pods. Will also 
provide a good crop of haricot beans 
if allowed to ripen. White seeded 
climbing french bean.  ‘Which?’ Best 
Buy variety
1.5m (5ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

195541 120 seeds £3.49

Colourful Climbing Mix 
A superb mix it will provide you with 
masses of long, tender, fleshy pods of 
purple, green and yellow. 
1.8m (6ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

195570 45 seeds £3.99

Cobra 
A delicious french climbing bean that 
will be produced in profusion right 
through to autumn if picked regularly. 
1.8m (6ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

195568 70 seeds £4.49

A perfect 
beginner 
variety!

Compass Ideal for growing in 
vegetable beds and equally happy 
in containers or grow bags, you will 
be harvesting crisp green beans 
from July to October. Very high 
yields with excellent flavour. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Mar-Jul. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

196950 150 seeds £3.49

Safari 
Enjoy delicious crops of tender, 
stringless French Beans with Dwarf 
Bean ‘Safari’. This straight, very slender 
french bean variety produces very fine 
pods around 11-12cm (4.5-5in) in length. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

196555 130 seeds £3.49

Sprite 
Outstanding dwarf french bean. 
Plentiful amounts of completely 
stringless pods, 15cm (6”) long. Great 
beginner variety and particularly good 
for freezing 
55cm (22in). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

196997 130 seeds £2.99

Colour Mix  Grow your own delicious 
and colourful dwarf French beans! This 
colour mix of ‘Compass’, ‘Adoration’ and 
‘Mistik’ will provide you with tasty green, 
yellow and purple extra fine bean pods. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

186951 120 seeds £3.49

Mistik  Add some colour to your 
vegetable plot - pods are borne on 
dark stems against a mass of healthy 
dark foliage.  Which? Best Buy variety
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

197020 120 seeds £3.49

Yin Yang 
Tasty green pods to be used fresh, 
or harvested later as dried beans for 
winter dishes. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

189614 50 seeds £3.49

Mascotte  Produces all of its flowers 
and pods at the top of the plant 
making it easier to harvest. Stringless 
pods are produced in abundance. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

196998 120 seeds £2.99

Purple Queen  Deliciously flavoured, 
pick young and regularly to encourage 
cropping over a long period. The pods 
turn green in boiling water. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

197364 150 seeds £3.99

Rob's  
Top T ip

Cropping for longer than 
dwarf beans, climbing beans 
also take up less space in the 
garden.
Rob Smith, Horticultural Expert
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Vegetable Seeds - French Beans
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Runner Beans
 A good source of vitamin C, folate 

and iron plus fibre. 

 Cook only briefly.

Height up to 3m (10’).  
Spread up to 30cm (12”).

Scarlet Emperor (above) 
Heavy crops of smooth textured, dark-
green pods, each reaching 30-37cm 
(12-15in) in length. Red flowered Runner 
Bean ‘Scarlet Emperor’ is excellent for 
freezing and for exhibition. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

198831 50 seeds £3.49

Scarlet Empire 
Produces longer, smoother, slender 
pods which are stringless, but remain 
as early, tasty and productive as its 
forebear. Vigorous and quick to emerge 
- essential qualities for early sowings. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

100309 30 seeds £3.99

Best Of All  Heavy crop of medium 
length pods in large clusters. Can be 
picked over a long season. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

198246 45 seeds £3.49

Enorma 
This reliable favourite produces huge 
early yields of enormous, smooth, 
slender pods of up to 50cm (20in) in 
length, from July to October. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

198394 45 seeds £3.49

Prizewinner  You’ll be itching to enter 
your local veg show with Runner Bean 
‘Prizewinner’! Foot-long beans, which 
are succulent and flavoursome. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

198696 45 seeds £3.49

Firestorm 
198406 30 seeds £2.99

Moonlight 
198568 35 seeds £3.49

Runner Bean  
Super Trio Mix 
199757 40 seeds £3.49

Firestorm Moonlight

Tenderstar

Super Trio Mix 
This is a wonderful mix of three 
superb stringless varieties. Provides 
masses of tasty pods all summer 
long no matter the weather. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

Tenderstar 
199810 30 seeds £3.49

Heavy yielding 
and easy to grow

Runner/Butter Bean

Lady Di  Enjoy heavy crops of tender 
runner beans over a long season. Red 
flowered variety producing completely 
stringless, 30cm (12in) long pods. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

198572 40 seeds £3.49

Polestar 
The stringless, fleshy pods 
are produced in clusters of 
fleshy, flavoursome beans 
reaching 25cm (10in) in 
length. Early to flower 
and crops well over a long 
season. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

199748 45 seeds £3.99

Armstrong 
This stringless Enorma-type runner 
bean is high yielding and early 
cropping. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

198564 40 seeds £3.99

St George 
This bicoloured red and white flowered 
variety produces particularly heavy yields 
of pale green, 30cm (12”) long pods 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

198599 35 seeds £2.99

Butler 
Strong growing plants which crop over 
a long period. Medium length, very 
fleshy pods which are quite stringless. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

199594 35 seeds £3.99

Benchmaster 
Abundant crops of pods hang in 
clusters and are fleshy, but slender, 
smooth and straight. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

198263 35 seeds £3.49

Hestia 
A superb variety that is ideal for small 
gardens, patios or balconies as it 
reaches only 45cm (18”) tall. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

198395 30 seeds £3.99

Czar  Perfect for soups and 
casseroles, and a good source of 
protein, iron, vitamin B and fibre. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Mar-Jul. Harvest: Aug-Nov. 

199811 50 seeds £3.49

Completely 
stringless

Stringless varieties
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Vegetable Seeds - Runner Beans
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NEW

Sweet Aperitif 
A cherry tomato with an indeterminate 
growth habit and a very high yield of 
small cherry-sized fruits. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182510 10 seeds £3.49

Rosella  A fabulous new cherry tomato 
producing unique rose-pink skin 
with smoky overtones. High levels of 
sweetness and acidity.  ‘Which?’ Best 
Buy variety
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182482 12 seeds £3.49

Garnet  A dark bronze cherry variety 
producing long uniform trusses of 
super-sweet fruits (up to 15g each) with 
just the right balance of acidity. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Apr-May. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182480 10 seeds £3.49

Big Mama F1 
An incredibly meaty variety, ideal for 
growing in the greenhouse. Grows up 
to 8cm long and 4cm across. Huge 
tomatoes perfect for cooking! 
1.8-2m (6-6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

181326 8 seeds £3.99

San Marzano 2 
The large, cylindrical fruits of cordon 
Tomato ‘Il San Marzano Lungo 2’ have 
deep red skins and dry, meaty flesh, 
making them superb for cooking. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

180556 22 seeds £2.49

Super Sauce F1  The world’s largest 
sauce tomato, up to 15 x 12cm and 
1kg in weight! That’s a jar of sauce 
per tomato. Easy to peel fruit, with 
meaty, almost seedless flesh 
1.5m (5.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

180568 10 seeds £3.99

Faworyt  A compact-growing 
beefsteak that produces large 
fruit up to 0.4 kg (14 oz). Flesh is 
particularly delicious with few seeds. 
1m (3ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

180508 30 seeds £2.99

Lemonita F1 Bright orange fruits 
start off green and change to a 
lemon yellow colour before ripening 
to a beautiful mango orange. A 
hefty handful of fruits per truss. 
1.8-2m (6-6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

181330 8 seeds £2.49

Honey Delight F1 
A prolific cropper with 
good disease resistance. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

180870 10 seeds £3.99

Exceptional 
flavour!

Tomato
 Packed with antioxidants 

including vitamins A and C.

To grow in a 
greenhouse

Large fruited

Medium fruited

Plum fruited

Small /cherry fruited

Shirley F1   Nicely shaped fruits with 
firm skin and fine taste and texture. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

181384 10 seeds £4.99

Indigo Rose F1  The darkest tomato 
bred so far! Fruits have a stunning dark 
purple to black skin. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182370 6 seeds £4.49

Shimmer F1  These attractive plum/
cocktail fruits have a distinctive almond 
shape, a juicy texture and wonderful 
flavour. A great source of vitamins and 
antioxidants too.  ‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182494 10 seeds £3.99

10 11Over 10,000 products available at suttons.co.uk
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Alicante  Probably the best ‘non-
hybrid’ normal sized tomato. Crops well 
and reliably. Early to mature and free 
from Greenback, the smooth red fruit is 
of splendid quality. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

180583 60 seeds £2.99

Ailsa Craig 
Tomato ‘Ailsa Craig’ is particularly noted 
for the exceptional flavour of its fruit, 
which ripens early in the season. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

180850 65 seeds £2.49

Fantasio F1  A tasty ‘beefsteak’ type 
tomato with a flatter shape and weighing 
on average 160- 180g. Indeterminate 
variety with high resistance to late blight. 
Perfect for cooking and pickling. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

180869 20 seeds £1.99

Burlesque F1  Really puts on a show! 
Each plant can produce 40-50 sweet 
and tangy beefsteak tomatoes weighing 
up to 400g each (Brix rating 6).  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182501 10 seeds £3.99

Supersteak F1 
Can produce massive fruit which can 
range from 500g to an incredible 
1kg. Fruits have smooth skins and an 
excellent flavour and texture. 
1.8-2m (6-6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

181332 8 seeds £3.49

Buffalosun  Firm and sweet, it is also 
disease resistant, making it ideal for 
growing under cover or outside. 
1.8m (6ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

100303 6 seeds £4.99

Marmande  Continental outdoor 
variety. Large, irregular fruits with firm 
flesh and few seeds. 
1.8m (6ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

182390 120 seeds £2.49

Moneymaker 
Heavy crops of tasty fruit 
throughout summer. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

180761 50 seeds £2.99

Sungold 
With an exceptionally high sugar 
content, which easily rivals ‘Gardeners 
Delight’, making its attractive, golden-
orange fruit irresistibly sweet and juicy. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182490 10 seeds £4.49

Sweet Million 
A heavy cropping variety, producing 
luscious, shiny, red cherry-sized fruit 
that keep well over a long period. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

181392 20 seeds £4.49

Crokini F1 
The fruit are full of aroma, with a crisp 
texture and sweet flavour to tickle your 
tastebuds. 
1.8-2m (6-6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

181327 5 seeds £3.99

Honeycomb 
Throughout the summer this cordon 
variety produces long trusses of large 
cherry tomatoes with bright orange 
skins. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182455 10 seeds £4.49

‘Bumble Bee’ Collection 
These multi-coloured cherry tomatoes 
are purple striped with green, pink 
with yellow colouration and golden-
yellow with orange stripes. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

180855 10 seeds £2.99

Rubylicious  Incredible sweetness 
and rich, tangy flavour. A perfect mix of 
modern disease-resistant breeding and 
good, old fashioned taste! 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

100301 20 seeds £2.99

Red Alert  You can expect 4-5lb (1.8-
2.25kg) of delicious tomatoes per bush 
from this compact, heavy yielding 
outdoor variety. Superior flavour. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182150 30 seeds £2.49

Rapunzel  Best grown in the 
greenhouse, this indeterminate variety 
produces long, cascading trusses, each 
loaded with up to 40 cherry tomatoes! 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

100305 6 seeds £3.99

ONLY 
£1.99

Easy to grow

To grow outdoors or 
in a greenhouse

Large fruited

Small /cherry fruited

Medium fruited

NEW

NEW
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Heartbreakers Vita F1 
Cut the fruit in half and you’ll 
find they form a lovely little 
heart shape. These productive 
little bush tomato plants have 
excellent vigour. 
50cm (20in). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

181329 6 seeds £3.49

NEW

NEW

Tumbling Tom Red 
Produces abundant early crops of 
sweet and juicy cherry tomatoes 
throughout summer.  ‘Which?’ Best 
Buy variety
30cm (12in). Sow: Mar-May. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

181317 22 seeds £4.49

Romello F1  An outdoor cherry plum 
tomato with exceptional late blight 
resistance! Produces long clusters of 
deliciously sweet fruits. Good resistance 
to cracking.  ‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
30cm (12in). Sow: Mar-May. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182151 10 seeds £3.99

Big League F1  An easy-to-grow, self-
stopping variety, growing to just 1m 
(3’3”) tall, and requiring no pinching 
out. The large, tasty, fleshy fruits weigh 
320-650g.  Which? Best Buy Variety
1m (3ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

180569 10 seeds £3.49

Firecracker F1  A compact, trailing 
variety which is ideal for pot, basket or 
patio. Throughout the season plants 
will produce around 60-80 fruits, each 
weighing approximately 30-35g. 
1m (3ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

180573 10 seeds £2.99

Tumbling Bella F1 (Terenzo)   
Perfect for filling containers, window 
boxes and hanging baskets with a 
colourful crop of tasty, bite-sized fruits.  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
30cm (12in). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182492 10 seeds £3.49

Crimson Crush F1  Shrugs off even the 
worst blight and provide great yields of 
exceptionally fine tasting, large, round 
tomatoes (each weighing up to 200g).  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182440 10 seeds £4.99

Crimson Blush F1 (Rose Crush) 
The F1 Crimson Blush is big, bold, 
beautiful, and blight-resistant. The best 
tolerance to late blight disease we have 
ever seen. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

181380 10 seeds £4.99

Merrygold F1 
High yields of tasty, sweet, cherry 
tomatoes with a slight tangy flavour, 
making them perfect for summer 
salads. 
1.8-2m (6-6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

181331 8 seeds £3.99

Crimson Plum F1 (Nagina) 
A ‘Roma’ style plum with a rich, deep 
flavour. It has solid, meaty flesh with 
few seeds and is good for cooking and 
using in sauces. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182442 10 seeds £4.49

Crimson Cocktail F1 (Cocktail Crush) 
Cocktail-sized fruit with an excellent 
flavour, a good balance of sweetness 
and acidity. Can be grown outside or in 
a tunnel or greenhouse. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182441 10 seeds £4.49

Summerlast F1 
A dwarf tomato with great blight 
resistance that anyone can grow. It 
will provide you with large numbers 
of fruits! 
45cm (18in). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

182495 10 seeds £4.49

Blight Resistant Tomatoes
Blight resistant varieties will still show signs of blight, but have the natural ability 
to grow through it when regular tomatoes would succumb. Plants can still show 
infection (up to 10-15%) of leaves, stems etc. without affecting fruit quality or yield. 
The plants have the resistance to be able to grow away from the attack.

Easy to grow 
tasty variety

Patio varieties

Lizzano F1  Lizzano is a stunning 
cherry tomato variety. A bush type, it 
will thrive in a sunny spot in the garden 
or large container. 
50cm (20in). Sow: Mar-May. Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

181350 7 seeds £2.99
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Veg Seeds  
to sow now 
Spring Onion  
Red & White Mixed 
A mix of red and white spring onion 
varieties - fast-maturing with excellent 
flavour to liven up summer salads. Sow 
successionally for continued cropping. 
30cm (12in). Sow: Mar-Jun/Sept-Oct. Harvest: May-Oct. 

172488 300 seeds £2.49

Spring Onion White Lisbon 
- Winter Hardy  Sow in September for 
use in the following spring. Very hardy. 
RHS Award of Garden Merit winner.  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
30cm (12in). Sow: Aug-Oct. Harvest: Apr-Oct. 

173497 700 seeds £2.49

Green Manure Winter Mix 
Sown specifically to improve soil 
fertility and/or the conditioning of soil. 
For maintaining soil quality in winter. 
Contains: Rye and Vetch. 
30cm (12in). Sow: Aug-Oct. 

169522 60 seeds £3.49

Cauliflower Seoul F1 
A flexible and productive variety with 
a vigorous root system that ensures 
plants perform well under stressed 
conditions. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Mar-Apr/Oct. Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

158245 45 seeds £2.49

Lettuce Winter Density 
Similar to Little Gem, this hardy cos-
style winter lettuce forms crisp dark 
green hearts with a sweet, fresh flavour.  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
20cm (8in). Sow: Mar-Jul/Sept. Harvest: Apr-May. 

169372 1400 seeds £2.49

Mustard Leaves 
This mix of fiery mustard leaves will 
spice up salad bowls, sandwiches 
and stir fries, adding both flavour and 
colour. 
15cm (6in). Sow: Jan-Dec. Harvest: Jan-Dec. 

100287 500 seeds £2.49

Broccoli Stromboli F1 
A generous cropper that resists blindness, 
so you can be sure that each and every 
plant will earn its place on your vegetable 
plot!  ‘Which?’ Best Buy variety.
90cm (35in). Sow: Feb-Jun/Sept-Oct. Harvest: Jun-Nov. 

152143 25 seeds £2.49

Radish French Breakfast 3 
The crisp, crunchy, cylindrical roots have 
a strong, clean flavour that spice up your 
summer salads. 
15cm (6in). Sow: Mar-Sept. Harvest: May-Oct. 

176515 450 seeds £2.49
186322 6m - seed tape £2.99

Oyster Leaf Plant 
Often called ‘the vegetarian’s oyster’, the 
salty, slightly earthy flavours combine 
superbly with seafood and add an 
interesting element to surf and turf. 
20-30cm (8-12in). Sow: Sept-Mar. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

178051 8 seeds £3.99

Leaf Salad Spicy Mix 
For salads with a spicy twist, choose 
this mix of Rocket, Red Giant Mustard, 
Green Wave Mustard and Mizuna 
Kyoto. Ready to eat in just 3 weeks. 
15cm (6in). Sow: Mar-Oct. Harvest: Apr-Nov. 

184429 1000 seeds £2.99

Leaf Salad Winter Mix 
A leaf mixture that can be sown up to 
October outdoors, for picking leaves 
over winter, or sown through the winter 
under glass or on a windowsill. 
15cm (6in). Sow: Feb-Oct. Harvest: Aug-Apr. 

185394 850 seeds £3.49

Spinach Patton F1 
This outstanding variety produces 
excellent yields of dark green, thick, 
rounded leaves of superb quality 
Strong downy mildew & bolt resistance. 
30cm (12in). Sow: Mar-May/Aug-Sept. Harvest: Apr-Sept. 

178220 350 seeds £2.49

ONLY 
£2.99

Pea Douce Provence 
A fantastic variety of pea with 
a sweet and tender crop. They 
are easy to grow and make 
a wonderful addition to any 
allotment or vegetable garden. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Oct-Dec. Harvest: May-Jul. 

190007 270 seeds £2.99

Can be sown 
in autumn 
and spring

Catherine's  
Top T ip

Perhaps the most reliable pea 
to grow over winter, they can 
even be grown in an unheated 
greenhouse or polytunnel for an 
early crop.
Catherine Gray, Horticultural Expert

NEW

NEW

also 
available
SEED 
TAPE
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Shop online at suttons.co.uk or call us on 0844 736 4208
Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge. Calls from other networks may vary. 

New seed highlights
Autumn 2023

Tomato ‘Rainbow Drops’ F1 
This fantastic trio of tomatoes is specifically created for hanging 
baskets, offering a delightful blend of delicious, sweet red, 
yellow, and orange fruit. What sets it apart is its unique growth 
pattern. With most of the fruit produced above the leaves, 
harvesting becomes a breeze, saving you time and effort. But 
that’s not all! 
These remarkable plants boast the ability to quickly produce 
new fruit after the first harvest, ensuring a continuous crop 
throughout the entire summer season. Picture yourself 
indulging in the delightfully sweet, small, cherry-sized fruit 
right from your own hanging basket. A single large basket can 
easily yield an impressive 4-5kg of delectable tomatoes. Don’t 
miss out on this fruitful marvel—bring the vibrant Rainbow 
Drops mix into your garden and enjoy a season filled with 
mouth-watering tomato harvests! 
30cm (12in). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

181328 6 seeds £3.49

Carrot ‘Burpees Short N Sweet’ 
A delightful addition to your garden! These sweet and crisp 
carrots are not only bursting with flavour but also perfectly 
suited for containers. With their rich colour and exceptional 
taste, this carrot variety is a true treasure. It’s specifically bred 
to thrive in heavy and poor soils, making it a resilient choice for 
any garden. Not to mention, ‘Burpees Short n Sweet’ carrots are 
naturally high in sugars, providing a deliciously sweet treat. 
As an excellent source of vitamin A and antioxidants, they 
contribute to a healthy diet and promote overall well-being. 
The roots are perfectly shaped, reaching a convenient length 
of 10cm. Planting these carrots is a breeze—simply sow them 
directly in your garden. For a continuous crop, sow little and 
often, ensuring a steady supply of fresh, homegrown carrots 
throughout the season. Don’t miss out on the joy of growing and 
enjoying your very own ‘Burpees Short n Sweet’ carrots!
20-25cm (8-10in). Sow: Mar-Jun. Harvest: Jun-Nov. 

157257 1000 seeds £2.49

Cucumber ‘Party Time’ F1 
The ultimate snacking cucumber! This easy-to-grow, all-
female parthenocarpic variety produces an abundance of 
delicious fruits. Each fruit is perfectly sized at 8-12cm, offering 
a crunchy and refreshing bite. Exhibits excellent resistance to 
powdery mildew, ensuring a healthy and productive plant. 
3m (10ft). Sow: Mar-May. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

162020 6 seeds £3.99

Pepper ‘Pillar Sweet Trio’ F1 
These revolutionary plants are not only perfectly sized for a 
windowsill, greenhouse staging, or sunny patio, but they also 
produce the fruit along the central stem. Enjoy the thick, 
crunchy flesh of these single-serving-sized fruits, perfect for 
salads, snacking, and stir-fries. What’s more, these peppers are 
more drought-resistant than other varieties, guaranteeing a 
reliable harvest even in challenging conditions. 
40cm (16in). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

156037 6 seeds £3.49

 Cucumber 
 Party Time F1

Carrot 
Burpees 

Short n Sweet

Pepper 
Pillar Sweet 

Trio F1

Rob's  
Top T ip

A stunning trio of tomatoes that 
crops twice, with the second 
harvest around six weeks after 
the first.
Rob Smith, Horticultural Expert

Tomato 
Rainbow
Drops F1

A must have for 
Tomato enthusiasts!
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Genie F1    Aubergine ‘Genie’ produces 
its glossy, near-black fruits even earlier, 
bearing 8-10 fruits per plant, each 
about 250g in weight. The plump fruits 
are almost seedless and produced on 
spineless plants for easy picking.  
1.2m (4ft).   Sow: Feb-Apr.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 100313   6 seeds   £0.89 

Aubergine
 Contains vitamins E and K.
Very tasty grilled, stuffed and in  

      Moussaka.

 Black Beauty   Aubergine ‘Black 
Beauty’ provides an excellent yield 
of shiny, near-black skinned fruit 
throughout the summer season which 
can be used in all kinds of delicious 
Mediterranean recipes.  
75cm (30in).   Sow: Feb-Apr.     Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

 150922   50 seeds   £2.49 

Beetroot
For early crops, sow a bolt-resistant variety Mar-Apr. For use in summer and 
autumn, sow suitable varieties from late April to July. 

 Rich in potassium and folate  Young tops can be used as spinach.

 Jolie F1   A  versatile, late maturing 
variety, suitable for baby beet and has 
excellent storage qualities due to its 
higher brix level.  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 100273   140 seeds   £2.99 

NEW

Golden Eye   Easy to grow with tasty 
leaves and roots! Compact tops are 
light green in colour with bright yellow 
stems and veins.  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 151252   100 seeds   £2.99 

Pablo F1    Produces smooth-skinned, 
round roots that taste delicious in 
summer salads. Enjoy as succulent 
baby beets as well as mature roots.  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Apr-Jul.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 151677   180 seeds   £2.99 

Action F1    Good crops of high quality, 
sweet, smooth-skinned roots to harvest 
at golf ball size.  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety. 
40cm (16in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 151700   210 seeds   £2.49 

 Bulls Blood  This reselected strain 
takes the yummy homegrown beetroot 
back to its true colours and produces 
those deep red leaves.  
40cm(16in).   Sow: Mar-Oct.     Harvest: Mar-Oct. 

 151255   250 seeds   £3.49 

 Chioggia
 Old traditional Italian beetroot. Rosy 
pink skin, flesh white with concentric 
pink circles.  
15cm (6in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Aug-Nov. 

 151821   300 seeds   £1.75 

ONLY
89P

Broccoli
 High in vitamins A and C and a good source of iron. 
 A growing body of research suggests that

broccoli may offer some protection against certain 
cancers. Best steamed not boiled and use within hours 
of harvesting.

Stem broccoli

Club root 
resistant

 Purple Sprouting  
 This hardy winter vegetable 
produces good yields of 
tasty purple heads.  
90cm (36in).   Sow: Apr-May.     Harvest: Mar-Apr. 

 152729   200 seeds   £2.49 

 Monclano   This hardy 
variety has been selected for 
top flavour, heavy yields
and resistance to clubroot 
and mildew.  
45cm (18in).   Sow: Apr-Jun.     Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

 152280   20 seeds   £4.99 

Bellaverde® Sibsey F1 
 A unique, sweet-tasting 
stem broccoli! The shoots 
grow above the plant, so 
they catch the sunlight and 
are easy to harvest. 
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety 
90cm (36in).   Sow: Feb-Jun.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 152216   12 seeds   £3.49 

 Green Magic F1  Loved 
for its reliable performance, 
superior flavour and showing 
good resistance to white rust.  
90cm (36in).   Sow: Mar-Jun.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 152281   60 seeds   £4.49 

Summer Purple   A British 
broccoli variety that has been 
specially bred for summer & 
autumn cropping seasons.  
90cm (36in).   Sow: Mar-Jun.     Harvest: Jun-
Sept, Nov. 

 152147   100 seeds   £3.49 

Early harvest

Brussels Sprouts
Not just for Christmas! Fresh sprouts will be available for 
picking from September to early spring. 

 Good source of vitamin C and fibre. 

Brigitte F1    High quality 
buttons with excellent 
shape, colour and flavour. 
Good disease tolerance. 
75cm (30in).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: Oct-Dec. 

 153244   45 seeds   £2.99 

Late harvest

 Brenden F1 Performs well 
on a range of soil types and 
produces an outstanding 
number of buttons per 
stem. Good holding 
ability ensures good post-
Christmas harvests.  
75cm (30in).   Sow: Feb-Apr.     Harvest: Nov-Jan. 

 153246   45 seeds   £2.49 

 Crispus F1   This variety is 
at the cutting edge of new 
breeding & will allow you to 
overcome the scourge of Club 
Root!  75cm (30in).       Harvest: Sept-Nov.

 153621   35 seeds   £4.99 

Club root 
resistant

 Cryptus F1   
This easy-growing, medium-late variety is equipped with 
superb genetic resistance to all common clubroot races. 
Ready for harvest in November and December when little 
else is available on the veg plot.  
75cm (30in).   Sow: Feb-Mar.     Harvest: Nov-Dec. 

 100274   8 seeds   £4.99 
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OFFER £2.99 with every order - 20 Iris Eyecatcher usually £12.99

Cabbage A careful selection of varieties will ensure a good supply of different types of cabbages 
for all seasons of the year.  A good source of vitamins A and C.

 Use all healthy outer, darker green leaves, as they contain most nutrients.

 Greyhound  A favourite early cabbage, 
with pointed heads of excellent flavour. 
Sow under glass early February, or in 
succession outdoors March-July. 
30cm (12in).   Sow: Jan-Jun.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 153805   350 seeds   £2.49 

 Green Rich F1    A high quality, slow 
bolting, ‘oriental’ type cabbage 
which is sweet and tender enough to 
eat raw in salad as well as delicious 
cooked.  40cm (16in).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

 100277   350 seeds   £3.49 

Marques F1 This sweetheart 
cabbage makes excellent use of space 
in smaller plots. Early to mature but 
can be harvested over several weeks.  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

 100276   30 seeds   £2.99 

Ormskirk (1) Rearguard  Classic, tasty 
Savoy cabbage producing medium-
sized round heads. Very hardy, it’s a 
favourite for use from Christmas.  
40cm (16in).   Sow: Apr-May.     Harvest: Dec-Mar. 

 155962   400 seeds   £2.49 

 Pretino F1    This beautiful red, round, 
cabbage is bursting with health-
giving antioxidants as well as looking 
wonderful in the veg patch.  
40cm (16in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: May-Sept. 

 100278   20 seeds   £3.99 

Cabbice F1    The perfect alternative to 
Iceberg lettuce as the leaves are crisp, 
thin and extremely tender. Vigorous, 
round cabbages which stand well until
the first frosts.  40cm (16in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

 155101   45 seeds   £2.99 

 Kilazol    High quality, round headed 
white cabbage. Produces heads 
weighing between 1.5-2.5kg. Ideal for 
long term field standing.  
40cm (16in).   Sow: Feb-May.     Harvest: Nov-Jul. 

 155100   20 seeds   £4.99 

 January King 3    January King 3 is 
a hardy drumhead cabbage which 
matures from December. Easy to grow, 
it’s perfect for steaming or stir fries.  
  Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: Dec-Mar. 

 155644   450 seeds   £2.49 

Clubroot ResistantSavoy 

 Hi-Crop F1    Packed with nutrition, 
this large non-heading cabbage is a 
versatile, long-season crop.  40cm (16in). 
  Sow: Mar-Jun.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 100275   20 seeds   £2.99 

ONLY
£2.99

Caulifl ower

 Multi head F1
 Produces one large head 
and 3-5 side heads for later 
use.  45cm (18in).   Sow: Mar-May.    
 Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

 158415   10 seeds   £3.99 

 A good source of vitamin C. Ideal for slimmers as 
it’s low in calories!  Delicious with a cheese sauce.

 Igloo  Grow it at close spacing 
for a quick crop of delicious 
mini heads or wider for more 
conventionally sized curds. 
45cm (18in).   Sow: Mar-Apr.     Harvest: Jul-Aug. 

 158411   85 seeds   £1.99 

ONLY
£1.99

 Romanesco White and
Green    A mix of cauliflowers, 
with beautifully shaped and 
deliciously appetising curds. 
45cm (18in).   Sow: May-Jun.     Harvest: Sept-Nov. 

 158235   40 seeds   £2.99 

Successional Harvest 
Mix F1   This mix of 
varieties, will provide 
a good supply of tasty 
cauliflowers over the late 
summer/autumn period. 
Varieties in mix:
F1 Amsterdam, F1 Seoul, 
F1 Brasilia. Performs well 
on a range of soil types.  
45cm (18in).   Sow: Mar-Apr.     Harvest: 
Aug-Oct. 

 158243   45 seeds   £2.99 

Celery
Loretta  
A first rate, vigorous, 
upright-growing, 
self-blanching celery, 
producing deliciously 
flavoured, smooth, 
succulent, mouth-
watering white sticks!  
Perfect for soups, salads 
and homemade chutney.  
45cm (18in).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: 
Sept-Nov. 

 160152   350 seeds  
 £2.99 

Celeriac Monarch    This leading 
quality celeriac produces large, firm 
roots with white flesh that remains 
white after blanching.  30cm (12in).   Sow: Feb-Apr. 
    Harvest: Oct-Nov. 

 160063   200 seeds   £1.99 

Cornichon Vert Petit de Paris  
 This traditional French pickling cucumber is very productive 
and produces many short, cylindrical fruits.  
3m (10ft).   Sow: Mar-May.   Flowers: Jul-Sept.   

 161270   10 seeds   £2.49 

ONLY
£2.49

Cress American (Land)  
 Delicious in sandwiches and salads, 
and decorative as a garnish.  
15cm (6in).   Sow: Mar-Aug.     Harvest: May-Nov. 

 161670   1000 seeds   £2.49 

Chicory Rossa Di Treviso  
 Long pointed green foliage that turns 
red as the weather gets colder.  
20cm (8in).   Sow: Apr-Sept.     Harvest: Jun-Dec. 

 160410   450 seeds   £2.49 

Summer/Autumn
maturing

Round Cabbages Winter Maturing

Collard
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 Early Nantes 5   A  superb-tasting variety that’s excellent for successional sowing, 
or sowing in frames or under cloches for early roots.   ‘Which?’ Best Buy variety 
30cm (12in).   Sow: Feb-Jul.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 157491   1100 seeds   £2.49  186325             6m seed tape                 £3.49 

Carrot  Very high in vitamin A. A good choice to get kids 
eating veg.  Available nutrients actually increase 
with cooking - as long as not over-cooked.

 Eskimo F1   The most frost-tolerant 
variety bred so far. Resists splitting 
and retains its flavour throughout the 
autumn and winter - especially if left in 
the ground  30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: Aug-Nov.

 157319   660 seeds   £3.49 

 Bangor F1    Medium early maturing 
roots, smooth skinned, cylindrical and 
uniform in colour. Stores well.  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety 
30cm (12in).   Sow: Feb-Jul.     Harvest: Aug-Nov. 

 157556   200 seeds   £2.99 

Amsterdam Forcing 3     Medium 
length, high quality, blunt-ended roots. 
Sow fortnightly, crop from spring to 
autumn.  30cm (12in).   Sow: Nov-Jul.     Harvest: Mar-Oct. 

 157270    1500 seeds   £2.99 
 186324          6m seed tape             £3.49 

 Autumn King 2    A large, popular, late 
maturing carrot producing good-sized, 
cylindrical, red-cored roots of extra fine 
quality. A heavy cropper that’s good for 
storing too.  30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jun.     Harvest: Aug-Nov. 

 157629   1100 seeds   £2.49 

 Black Nebula   
Has extremely dark, almost black roots 
all the way through. Sweet and
crunchy, with an excellent taste.
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Jul-Nov. 

 157256   300 seeds   £2.99 

 Chantenay Red Cored 2    An old
traditional variety producing 
flavoursome carrots over a long period. 
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety 
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jun.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 157335   1800 seeds   £2.49 

 Fire Wedge F1    This is the variety that 
is often used commercially for carrot 
juice manufacture, so now you can grow 
them yourself for that home grown taste!  
30cm (12in).   Sow: May-Jun.     Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

 157325   200 seeds   £2.99 

ONLY
£2.49

 Early Nantes 5 A  superb-tasting variety that’s excellent for successional sowing, 

Good crunchy texture & flavour

 Maestro F1   A fine choice for 
conventional or organic growing. 
Good resistance to diseases including 
Cavity Spot and Alternaria. Not 
specifically bred for carrot fly resistance 
but has proved so on our own and 
independent trials.  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jun.     Harvest: Aug-Dec. 

 157300   600 seeds   £4.49 

Superior quality 
& excellent taste

also
available
SEED 
TAPE

also
available
SEED 
TAPE

 Resistafl y F1    An F1 Hybrid with an increased tolerance to Carrot Root Fly
as Carrot ‘Flyaway’, but producing larger, blunt ended, cylindrical roots with
a deliciously sweet flavour. Good early vigour, a smooth skin and excellent 
core colour.  30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Aug-Nov. 

 157343   180 seeds   £2.99 

Grow without fear of Carrot Fly!

St. Valery     A well-known, reliable 
maincrop carrot producing long, 
tapering roots. Excellent for late 
summer eating or storing for winter use.  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jun.     Harvest: Aug-Dec. 

 157475   1100 seeds   £2.49 

 Volcano F1   Produces strong, 8-9” 
tapered roots with exceptional resistance 
to breaking and splitting and a crown of 
vigorous foliage making them easy to lift.
30cm (12in).   Sow: Apr-Jun.     Harvest: Aug-Nov. 

 100280   350 seeds   £2.99 

 Samurai 
 A red-skinned Japanese carrot with 
sweet pink inner flesh which holds its 
colour well after cooking.  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Jul-Nov. 

 157660   180 seeds   £2.49 

 Rainbow Mix    A fascinating blend 
of carrot colours to brighten up meal 
times and get the kids to eat their veg! 
90 days from sowing to harvest.  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: Aug-Nov. 

 157254   190 seeds   £2.49 

 Rondo   A tasty bite size, uniform, 
round carrot with good internal and 
external colouring, which yielded well 
in our trials.  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: May-Nov. 

 157640   950 seeds   £2.49 

ONLY
£2.49

ONLY
£2.99

NEW
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OFFER £4.99 with orders over £30 - Self-watering Seed Starting Kit usually £19.99

Courgette  High in vitamins A, C and E.
 Leave skin on when cooking. Ideal for stir-

fries and kebabs.

 Sure Thing F1
 Ideal for a small garden or greenhouse, 
needs no insects for pollination, so you’ll 
always get a good crop of tasty fruit!  
45cm (18in).   Sow: Apr-Jun.     Harvest: Jul. 

 161430   8 seeds   £1.99 

Goldmine F1     A colourful, tasty fruit 
that’s easy to grow and self-pollinating, 
which means heavier crops, even in 
poor summers!  
45cm (18in).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: Jun. 

 161441   10 seeds   £4.99 

 Tarmino F1    Extremely early with 
deep green, cylindrical fruits. A 
very early variety with good mildew 
resistance.  
45cm (18in).   Sow: Apr-May.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 161425   20 seeds   £2.99 

 Midnight F1    Compact, spineless 
plants ideal for patio containers but 
also garden growing. Reliably produces 
heavy crops of dark green, deliciously 
tasty fruit.  45cm (18in).   Sow: Apr-Jun.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 161360   10 seeds   £3.99 

 Courcourzelle
 Attractive, striped fruit that is an old 
Italian variety with a sweet and nutty 
flavour.  
45cm (18in).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 161000   15 seeds   £3.49 

 Atena F1   Bushy plants bearing 
abundant crops of tasty golden-yellow 
courgettes. Pick them when they’re 
20cm (8”) long and bursting with flavour. 
20cm (8in).   Sow: Apr-May.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 161417   20 seeds   £2.99 

 Ball Mix F1    Tasty fruits which grow 
up to the size of a tennis ball. Try them 
sliced and grilled or stuffed and baked. 
Mix contains ‘Summer Ball’ and ‘Eight 
Ball’ varieties.  45cm (18in).   Sow: Apr-Jun.     Harvest: Jun-Oct.

 161426   18 seeds   £3.99 

 Butterstick F1    Golden yellow 
courgettes with a sweetish flavour. This 
high yielding plant has a single-stem 
habit and fruits over a long period. 
45cm (18in).   Sow: Apr-June.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 100282   10 seeds   £3.99 

ONLY
£1.99

Cucumber
 Low in calories.
 Excellent for salads and snacking.

 Bella F1    A superb ‘all-female’ 
cucumber, producing vigorous plants 
bearing heavy crops of long, slightly 
ribbed, high quality, bitter-free fruits. 
Resistant to Powdery Mildew.  3m (10ft).   Sow: 
Mar-May.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 162218   4 seeds   £4.99 

 Baby F1    This very prolific grower is 
resistant to powdery mildew disease. 
Ideal for lunch boxes, snacking with 
tasty dips or just eating straight from 
the plant.  3m (10ft).   Sow: Feb-May.     Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

 162480   6 seeds   £3.99 

 Burpless Tasty Green F1   Prolific 
plants producing high-quality fruit 
comparable to glasshouse varieties. 
Fruits are at their best when about 23cm 
(9”) long.   3m (10ft).   Sow: Apr-May.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 162455   20 seeds   £2.99 

Emilie F1    Large crops of 20cm long 
(8in), smooth-skinned cucumbers on 
plants which are disease resistant, 
including cucumber mosaic virus.  
3m (10ft).   Sow: Apr-May.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 100284   6 seeds   £3.49 

Passandra F1    An ‘all female’ type ‘half’ 
cucumber with heavy crops of crisp, 
delicious, smooth, dark green fruits.  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety 
3m (10ft).   Sow: Feb-May.     Harvest: Jun-Sept. 

 162229   5 seeds   £3.99 

 Marketmore  P roduces a plentiful 
crop of crisp, well-flavoured cylindrical 
cucumbers throughout summer, even 
in poor seasons.  
3m (10ft).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: May-Sept. 

 162226   25 seeds   £2.49 

 Telegraph Improved    A much 
improved strain of this popular cucumber. 
Heritage Seed Variety. Perfect for slicing 
into salads or popping into a sandwich.  
3m (10ft).   Sow: Feb-May.     Harvest: Jun-Sept. 

 162021   8 seeds   £2.99 

Passandra F1  An ‘all female’ type ‘half’ 

All female variety

ONLY
£2.99

ONLY
£2.99

ONLY
£2.99

Summer Holidays F1   A early high-
yielding and versatile variety. Its vibrant 
round fruit, striped with yellow, is a 
sight to behold. Harvest them at any 
size.  70cm (28in).   Sow: Apr-Jun.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 161329   8 seeds   £2.99 

NEW

Greenhouse/frame 
varieties

Outdoor/Ridge 
varieties

Delistar F1   An unusual variety with 
very thin, transluscent skin which 
means there is no need to peel the 
16-18cm long fruits.  
3m (10ft).   Sow: Feb-Apr.     Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

 161271   12 seeds   £4.99 

Light Skinned
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Lettuce and Leaf Salads
 Source of beta-carotene and vitamin A. 

Butterhead varieties

 Brighton   This glasshouse type, butterhead lettuce is 
perfect for growing crops of large, well-filled hearts in winter 
and early spring. Produces bright green, compact heads 
with good flavour and texture.  20cm (8in).   Sow: Sept.     Harvest: Oct-Mar. 

 100288   150 seeds   £2.99 

 Tom Thumb     A compact, 
solid type with deliciously 
soft leaves just right for 
restricted space. Can be 
grown as close as 15cm (6in).  
15cm (6in).   Sow: Mar-Aug.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 169430   1100 seeds   £2.49 

 All The Year Round 
 This versatile, reliable 
Butterhead variety is ideal 
for successional sowings 
throughout the year.  
15cm (6in).   Sow: Mar-Sept.     Harvest: Mar-Nov. 

 167975   1000 seeds   £2.49 

 Unrivalled   Sow outdoors in spring and summer. Also 
excellent for January-February sowing under glass for 
transplanting outdoors.  30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: May-Jul, Sept-Oct. 

 167886   1200 seeds   £2.49 

 Little Gem    A quick maturing semi-cos lettuce. The crisp 
leaves have a delicious sweet flavour.  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety   20cm (8in).   Sow: Mar-Aug.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 169291   900 seeds   £2.49 

Cos lettuce

 Amaze  A red-leaved Little 
Gem with leaves that have 
a soft, buttery texture. 
Excellent uniformity and 
disease resistance and 
impressive colour.  30cm (12in). 
  Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 169420   180 seeds   £2.49 

 Lobjoits Green    A Cos 
lettuce that gives large, 
very crisp, dark green 
upright hearts which are 
self-folding.  
20cm (8in).   Sow: Mar-Jul, Sept.     Harvest: 
May-Oct. 

 169208   1300 seeds   £2.49 

Romaine type

 Xanadu   Loved for its great taste and excellent quality 
heads. Small romaine lettuce with an excellent yellow heart. 
15cm (6in).   Sow: Mar-Jun.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 169481   100 seeds   £2.49 

Iceberg/
crisp hearted

 Sulfi ta  Can be harvested one leaf at a 
time or as whole heads, as plants stay 
crisp after harvest and will last several days.
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Aug.     Harvest: May-Oct.

 171700   200 seeds   £2.99 

 Salad Bowl    Produces an abundance 
of fresh green foliage over a long 
period. RHS Award of Garden Merit 
winner.  15cm (6in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 168393   1300 seeds   £2.49 

 Lettuce Mix   Special mixture of the 
finest types. Sow a pinch at fortnightly 
intervals. Mildew and Mosaic virus 
resistant.  30cm (15in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: May-Oct. 

 169410   1300 seeds   £2.49 

 Lollo Rossa    Crisp and delicious, the 
leaves are frilled and tinged with red. 
Pretty enough to include in the flower 
border.  15cm (6in).   Sow: Feb-Jul.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 168458   500 seeds   £2.99 

also
available
SEED 
TAPE

 Red Salad Bowl   This fabulous loose-
leaf lettuce produces attractive red-
bronze leaves with delicate crimped 
edges.  15cm (6in).   Sow: Mar-Aug.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 168407   1500 seeds   £2.49 

ONLY
£2.49

ONLY
£2.49

ONLY
£2.49

ONLY
£2.49

NEW

Picking Lettuce

Leaf Salad

 Rocket  Rocket can be used 
raw in salads or cooked lightly when it 
makes a delicious spinach substitute.  
15cm (6in).   Sow: Apr-Oct.     Harvest: Jun-Nov. 

 165265   350 seed   £2.49 
 186323   6m seed tape   £2.99 

 French Mix   Why buy salad leaves 
from the supermarket when you can 
grow them easily at home? And you 
can get up to 3 crops from the same 
sowing!  Up to 15cm (6in).   Sow: Apr-Oct.     Harvest: Apr-Oct. 

 166770   1000 seeds   £2.99 

 Webbs Wonderful 
 A very popular variety producing large, 
crisp hearts. Slow to run to seed.  
20cm (8in).   Sow: Mar-Aug.     Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

 169440   900 seeds   £2.49 
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Below Zero F1  The vigour of an F1 
hybrid with extreme cold tolerance to 
produce superb quality leeks which 
can withstand cold winters. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Dec-Apr. 

167285 40 seeds £2.99

Musselburgh  An extremely winter 
hardy variety. Good length, tasty white 
stems. A milder flavour substitute for 
onions in many culinary dishes. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Nov-Mar. 

167223 350 seeds £2.49

Blue Green Autumn Neptune  An 
impressive leek producing flavoursome 
white stems. Shows good winter 
hardiness and resistance to rust. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Sept. 

167266 275 seeds £2.49

Chefs White  An outstanding cultivar 
for harvesting from winter through to 
spring. Dark leaves contrast beautifully 
with delicious, thick, pure white stems. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Nov-Apr. 

167155 150 seeds £3.49

Lancaster F1  Dark green foliage and 
excellent leaf uniformity make this an 
ideal variety to grow in the garden or 
allotment. Good bolting tolerance. 
40cm (16in). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: Oct-Apr. 

167180 40 seeds £3.49

Lyon Prizetaker  Long, thick, pure 
white stems of mild flavour. Excellent 
for exhibition if sown in January under 
glass. 
90cm (36in). Sow: Jan-Apr. Harvest: Aug-Jan. 

167177 300 seeds £2.49

Black Magic  Bred to perform better 
in our climate, with improved cold 
tolerance and bolt resistance. Good 
cut-and-come again crop.
45cm (19in). Sow: Jun-Jul. Harvest: Aug-Feb. 

166113 100 seeds £3.49

Dwarf Green Curled This popular, 
compact curly Kale is ideal for 
windswept gardens or poor soils. 
Tightly frilled leaves of excellent quality. 
60cm (24in). Sow: Mar-May. Harvest: Jan-Apr. 

166112 400 seeds £2.49

Marrow Tiger Cross F1 
Fruits can be harvested as courgettes 
or as full sized marrows. Good disease 
resistance.  Which?’ Best Buy Variety
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

170113 9 seeds £2.99

Redrover F1  Uniform in shape and 
size, with exceptional storage. Has a 
high tolerance to sprouting, so it won’t 
start growing before you eat it. 
35cm (14in). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

172497 150 seeds £2.99

Exhibition  Weights can get up 
to 1000gms, yet the flavour is still 
maintained and unusually for a large 
onion, it also stores well. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Dec-Jan, Mar-Apr. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

172911 150 seeds £3.49

Santero F1  A superb early maincrop 
onion with excellent resistance to 
Downy Mildew. A heavy crop of delicious 
copper-brown, round-oval bulbs. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

173474 150 seeds £3.99

Galacticus  Certainly one to draw 
attention on the show bench. White 
skinned, perfectly uniform bulbs have 
mildly flavoured, crisp flesh. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

100291 100 seeds £3.49

Kamal F1  .The bulbs are a very uniform 
round to globe shape, with thin necks, 
show good tolerance to mildew, and 
store well. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Feb-Mar. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

172890 220 seeds £2.99

Leek
Onion  
Packed with antioxidants 
including vitamins A and C.

White Lisbon  Sow September for 
use in the following spring. Very 
hardy. RHS Award of Garden Merit 
winner.  ‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
30cm (12in). Sow: Mar-May, Aug-Sept. Harvest: Apr-Oct. 

173411 550 seeds £2.49

Shallot Zebrune Delicious, 
large, elongated shallot onion hybrid 
type bulbs that are brown-skinned 
with a pinkish tinge. 
60cm (24in). Sow: Jan-Mar. Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

177905 150 seeds £2.99

Kale ONLY 
£2.99

ONLY 
£2.49

ONLY 
£2.49

Marksman British bred, quality salad 
onions with upright, straight dark 
green foliage. Fantastic taste and 
excellent downy mildew resistance. 
30cm (12in). Sow: Mar-Aug. Harvest: Apr-Oct. 

172496 150 seeds £2.49

NEW

NEW

NEW

Bulb onions

Spring onions
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Gladiator F1 
A superb hybrid variety that is ideal for 
exhibition, with beautiful silky-smooth 
blemish free, white skins.  ‘Which?’ Best 
Buy variety
45cm (18in). Sow: Feb-May. Harvest: Sept-Feb. 

175080 350 seeds £2.99

White Gem 
This tried and tested variety has good 
canker resistance and reliably crops 
well on virtually any soil type, including 
shallow soils. 
35cm (18in). Sow: Feb-May. Harvest: Sep-Mar. 

175102 600 seeds £2.49

Albion F1 
An improved, smooth-skinned hybrid, 
producing long, firm, roots of excellent 
flavour. Bred for resistance to disease. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-May. Harvest: Sept-Feb. 

175137 380 seeds £2.99

Sabre F1 
Consistently reliable and trouble-free, 
showing good resistance to canker. The 
smooth-skinned roots have a very good 
flavour. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Feb-May. Harvest: Sept-Mar. 

175050 200 seeds £2.49

NEW

Tender And True  With superb flavour 
and large roots, this variety is ideal for 
both the kitchen and the show bench. 
The roots have good canker resistance. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-May. Harvest: Sept-Feb. 

175005 300 seeds £2.49
186321 6m - seed tape £3.49

Moss Curled 2 
An improved selection of the standard 
moss curled variety, it’s very easy to 
grow and tolerates a light frost. 
30cm (15in). Sow: Feb-Jul. Harvest: Jan-Nov. 

165200 900 seeds £2.49

Pak Choi Hanakan F1 
Compact, slow bolting plants with round 
smooth leaves and thick pure white 
stalks May be used as ‘baby leaves’. 
25cm (10in). Sow: Mar-Apr, Jun-Aug. Harvest: May-Nov. 

174190 200 seeds £2.99

Kelvedon Wonder 
Thin-shelled pointed, narrow pods in 
pairs. Heavy yielding, and of fine flavour, 
it is also resistant to mildew and 
suitable for June-July sowing. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Mar-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Sept. 

190447 330 seeds £2.99

Early Onward 
A heavy crop of pods in pairs about 10 
days earlier than Onward for fresh use 
for freezing. Very popular. RHS Award 
of Garden Merit winner. 
1.8m (6ft). Sow: Mar-Jun. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

190005 260 seeds £2.99

Telephone 
A maincrop climbing pea which will 
reach 6 foot, using vertical space to 
give you a much bigger crop within a 
smaller area of ground. 
1.8m (6ft). Sow: Mar-Jun. Harvest: Jun-Sept. 

100307 200 seeds £2.99

Mini Muncher  Can easily be grown on 
the patio or a bright, sunny windowsill. 
The small, bushy plants become covered 
in pods, full of succulent tasty peas, ideal 
for eating off the plant or for cooking. 
25cm (10in). Sow: Mar-Jun. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

186503 25 seeds £2.99

Ambassador 
This pea plant will produce handfuls of 
blunt-ended pods, each containing up 
to 9 luscious green peas. ‘Which?’ Best 
Buy variety
80cm (31in). Sow: May-Jun. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

190013 250 seeds £2.99

Grune Perle 
Can be harvested all summer and 
winter, with excess crops frozen for 
later use. Can be grown in the garden 
and is especially suited to containers. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Feb-Aug. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

142054 500 seeds £2.49

Plain Leaved 2 
A stronger flavour than curled 
varieties, this ‘Flat-leaved’ Parsley 
makes a useful, low maintenance 
addition to herb gardens or indoors. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

174522 1000 seeds £2.49

ONLY 
£2.99

ONLY 
£2.49

also 
available
SEED 
TAPE

Parsnip
PeaParsley

Oregon Sugar Pod 
A superb Sugar Pea with long slightly 
curved fleshy pods which should be 
gathered young and cooked whole.  
Which? Best Buy variety
90cm (36in). Sow: Mar-Jun. Harvest: Jun-Sept. 

192995 260 seeds £2.99

Sugar Snap Delikett 
With a very sweet flavour, this round 
podded mangetout type pea will 
add a delicious flavour to your dinner 
plate. 
75cm (30in). Sow: Mar-May. Harvest: Jun-Sept. 

193192 220 seeds £3.49

Spring sowing

Hurst Greenshaft 
Medium green pointed pods in pairs, 
each containing 9-11 peas. Resistant 
to downy mildew and Fusarium Wilt.  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
75cm (30in). Sow: Mar-Jun. Harvest: Jun-Sept. 

192081 330 seeds £2.99

Mangetout
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Quick Fire F1 
Each plant yields a profusion of small 
fiery fruits which ripen to red, perfect to 
add a kick to your favourite dish. 
HHA. 20cm (8in). Harvest: Jul-Nov. Sun. Greenhouses, Kitchen 
Gardens. 

156032 6 seeds £3.99

Longhorn F1 
Chilli Pepper ‘Longhorn’ F1 is a chilli 
with a curl in its tail! This Cayenne type 
chilli bears long red fruits with a curly 
end. 
HHA. 70cm (28in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, Pots. 

156046 12 seeds £3.99

Pearls 
Small, unusual ‘beaked’ fruits, ideal for 
sauces and salads, with fruity, aromatic 
flavours and a mild heat. 
HHA. 60cm (24in). Harvest: Aug-Nov. Sun. Greenhouses, 
Kitchen Gardens, Pots. 

156045 10 seeds £3.49

Prairie Fire 
One Chilli plant will give you a non-
stop summer crop of literally hundreds 
of tiny, extremely hot peppers. 
HHA. 20cm (8in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, Indoors, 
Pots. 

156190 12 seeds £3.49

Raging Bull 
Bred for an exceptional sweet and 
fruity flavour with a kick. Very heavy 
cropping. 
HHA. 50cm (20in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, Kitchen 
Gardens. 

156033 6 seeds £3.99

NEW

Sizzler F1 
Ideal for growing in small containers in 
the greenhouse, on the patio or 
even the kitchen windowsill! 
HHA. 25-30cm (10-12in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, 
Kitchen Gardens. 

156034 8 seeds £3.99

Californian Wonder 
Fruits produced in abundance. 
Best grown under glass, but can be 
transplanted outdoors.
HHA. 50cm (20in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, 
Indoors, Pots. 

156658 45 seeds £2.49

Corno di toro rosso 
Tasty, tapering red peppers up to 
20cm (8”) long, which can be harvested 
either green or red.
HHA. 60cm (24in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, 
Indoors, Pots. 

156712 25 seeds £2.49

Liberty Belle F1 
Very high yielding, the immature fruits 
are an attractive light green in colour 
and mature to bright yellow. 
HHA. 50cm (20in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, Kitchen 
Gardens. 

156035 6 seeds £3.99

Mamba Sweet F1 
Upright, branching plants produce 
masses of sweet, black/red fruit 
with a crunchy flesh. 
HHA. 80cm (31in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, Kitchen 
Gardens. 

156036 6 seeds £3.49

Snackbite Mix F1 
You’ll love these snack-size sweet 
peppers, so sweet you will hardly know 
it’s a pepper!
HHA. 60cm (24in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, 
Indoors, Pots. 

156665 6 seeds £3.99

Jazz F1 
Striking plants with attractive fruits 
ideal for growing in small containers. A 
medium heat, 25,000 SHU. 
HHA. 25cm (10in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, Kitchen 
Gardens. 

156031 10 seeds £3.99

Redskin F1 
A naturally dwarf pepper producing 
good yields of sweet-flavoured blocky 
green fruits, up to 80g in weight. 
HHA. 50cm (20in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, 
Indoors, Pots. 

156695 8 seeds £2.99

Spiralus 
Healthy and high yielding plants 
produce long, ‘ram-horn’ peppers that 
are pale green but ripen to red. 
HHA. 60-70cm (24-28in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, 
Kitchen Gardens. 

156038 15 seeds £2.99

Jalapeno 
Well known throughout the world, 
Chilli Pepper ‘Jalapeno’ is one of the 
most popular varieties. These well 
branched plants produce good yields 
of shiny, plump peppers.  
HHA. 90cm (36in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, Pots. 

156110 10 seeds £2.99

Blockie Mix F1 
A mix of early, heavy-cropping, red, 
yellow and orange bell/blocky peppers, 
with a mild, sweet flavour. 
HHA. 80cm (31in). Harvest: Aug-Oct. Sun. Greenhouses, Kitchen 
Gardens, Pots. 

156664 12 seeds £2.99

ONLY 
£2.99

ONLY 
£3.99

ONLY 
£2.99

Peppers

NEW NEW

NEWNEW NEWNEW
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Amazon F1 
A fast-growing true type spinach which 
has attractive round, dark green foliage 
which is delicious as baby leaves. 
Mildew resistant. 
HB. 20cm (8in). Harvest: Mar-Sept. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Gardens. 

178210 420 seeds £0.99

Royal Purple 
A super-speedy radish, with your 
first harvest in as little as 33 days, 
continuing to crop for 6 months. 
HHA. 20cm (8in). Harvest: May-Oct. Sun. Borders, Kitchen 
Gardens, Pots. 

176180 200 seeds £2.49

Scarlet Globe 
Bright red, evenly shaped roots with 
pure white, crisp, moist flesh and mild 
flavour. Radish ‘Scarlet Globe’ is a very 
popular and easy variety. 
HA. 15cm (6in). Harvest: Apr-Oct. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Gardens, Pots. 

176175 400 seeds £2.49

Sparkler 3 
A traditional round, red, white-
bottomed radish. Very tasty and perfect 
for summer salads. 
HA. 15cm (6in). Harvest: Mar-Sept. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Gardens, Pots. 

176485 500 seeds £2.49

Gold Speck F1 
These colourful little pumpkins 
measure just 7.5cm (3in) diameter, 5cm 
(2in) deep and weigh in at 150-250g. 
HHA. 60cm (24in). Harvest: Sept-Oct. Sun. Borders, Kitchen 
Gardens. 

175650 4 seeds £3.99

Hundredweight 
A superb pumpkin that produces 
enormous yellow/orange-skinned 
fruits - great for competitions, but also 
delicious to eat! The yellow flesh gives 
colour in salads. 
HHA. 50cm (20in). Harvest: Sept-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

175587 20 seeds £0.99

Atlantic Giant 
 If you want to win the local pumpkin 
growing competition or just grow a 
huge one for Halloween then this is the 
one to grow. 
HHA. 45cm (18in). Harvest: Sept-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

175580 10 seeds £2.99

Butterbush F1 
If you don’t want a squash plant 
taking over, then Butternut Squash 
Butterbush is the one for you. 
HA. 45cm (18in). Harvest: Aug. Sun. Kitchen Garden, 
Greenhouse, Indoors. 

100297 6 seeds £2.99

Honeyboat 
This wonderful heritage variety tastes 
just like a sweet potato but is easier to 
grow! Superb baked in the oven, and 
no need to peel. 
HHA. 45cm (18in). Harvest: Aug-Oct. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Garden. 

178875 6 seeds £3.49

Musquee de Provence 
A traditional variety from southern 
France, these gorgeous, big flat 
pumpkins are shaped like a big wheel 
of cheese, and are heavily lobed and 
ribbed. 
HHA. 60cm (24in). Harvest: Aug-Nov. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

178910 10 seeds £2.99

Uchiki Kuri 
Top of the list for carotenes, with 
1200% more in its wonderfully sweet, 
nutty flavoured 1.5kg fruits than 
standard butternut squash. 
HHA. 20cm (8in). Harvest: Sept-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

100325 10 seeds £2.99

Butterscotch F1 
A compact variety producing smaller, 
earlier maturing fruits of 1-2lbs. Cooks 
well in the microwave - simply pierce 
the skin in a few places and cook for 
about 12 minutes. 
HHA. 45cm (18in). Harvest: Aug-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

178874 12 seeds £0.99

Jaune et Vert 
A Scallop/Patty Pan shaped squash 
with creamy-ivory skin and contrasting 
green radial streaking (incredibly 
ornamental!) 
HHA. 35cm (15in). Harvest: Aug-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

178879 6 seeds £2.49

Futsu Black Early 
Highly decorative, Black Futsu keeps 
for months on end. An old Japanese 
heirloom, cultivated for hundreds of 
years. 
HHA. 60cm (24in). Harvest: Oct. Sun. Borders, Kitchen Gardens. 

178895 12 seeds £2.99

Perpetual 
Reliable and dependable, this leafy 
Perpetual Spinach has a flavour very 
similar to annual Spinach but produces 
longer spear-shaped foliage. 
HB. 50cm (20in). Harvest: May-Feb. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Garden. 

178435 250 seeds £2.49
186318 6m Seed Tape £3.49

Hunter F1 
This British bred variety is perfectly 
adapted to our cooler climate, 
producing very high yields of 5-6 
squash per plant! 
HHA. 45cm (18in). Harvest: Aug-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Garden. 
Del: Mar-Jun. 

178878 12 seeds £4.49

ONLY 
£2.99

ONLY 
£3.49

also 
available
SEED 
TAPE

NEW

ONLY 
99p

ONLY 
99p

NEW

Radish

Pumpkin Perfectly adapted to 
our cooler climate

Spinach
 High in vitamins A and C, and antioxidants.  Lightly steam or eat raw.

 High in vitamins B1 and E.  
Ideal for soup or pumpkin pie!

 High in potassium and vitamin C.

Squash
 High in vitamins A and C, and

antioxidants.  Lightly steam or 
eat raw.

NEW
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Goldcrest F1 
Delicious variety which boasts improved 
establishment of plants in cooler and/ 
or wetter soils. Cobs are filled to the tips 
with 14 to 16 rows of kernels. 
HHA. 2m (6.5ft). Harvest: Aug-Sept. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

180210 35 seeds £3.49

Moonshine F1
A deliciously sweet variety with extra 
juicy kernels! Produces 3-5 cobs 
per plant in late summer and early 
autumn. ‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
HHA. 2m (6ft). Harvest: Aug-Sept. Sun. Kitchen garden. 

180207 25 seeds £4.49

Pot Of Gold F1 
A dwarf variety reaching only 1.5m tall! 
This makes it the perfect choice for 
exposed sites or large containers. 
HHA. 1.5m (5ft). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Garden, Pots. 

100299 20 seeds £4.99

Minipop F1 
Delicious lightly steamed or stir-fried, 
also lovely in salads or as pre-dinner 
dips. Harvest when the silk tassels 
begin to show, prior to pollination. 
HHA. 1.7m (65in). Harvest: Aug-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

180206 50 seeds £2.99

NEW

Lights 
The flavour is deliciously mild. Can be 
harvested from mid-summer to late 
autumn!  Which? Best Buy variety
HB. 50cm (20in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Garden, Pots. 

160380 90 seeds £2.99

Peppermint 
A multi-functional vegetable, this 
alluring chard will not only add 
colour to the veg patch, but also looks 
stunning in the flower border. 
HB. 60-70cm (24-27in). Harvest: Jul-Mar. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

160381 65 seeds £2.99

Rhubarb 
Long crimson stems and dark foliage. 
An attractive ornamental plant in the 
flower border. 
HB. 50cm (20in). Harvest: Jul-Nov. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Gardens. 

160400 100 seeds £2.49

Gowrie 
Very easy to grow, winter hardy and 
resistant to both clubroot and powdery 
mildew. This purple-skinned Swede has 
good, firm flesh with an excellent taste. 
HA. 30cm (12in). Harvest: Sept-Dec. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

179679 500 seeds £2.49

Invitation 
Winter hardy variety. A strong-growing, 
Club Root resistant swede which 
also benefits from Powdery Mildew 
resistance. 
HA. 50cm (20in). Harvest: Nov-Feb. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

179716 750 seeds £2.49

Armand 
This purple and white skinned turnip 
can be spring sown for summer and 
autumn lifting.  ‘Which?’ Best Buy 
variety
HA. 25cm (10in). Harvest: Jun-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

182945 500 seeds £2.49

Purpletop Milan 
Flat-topped roots, white with purple 
crown. Quick maturing, useful in 
frames and under cloches. Excellent 
mild, sweet flavour. . 
HA. 25cm (10in). Harvest: Jun-Nov. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

182789 400 seeds £2.49

Silky Sweet F1 
Produces small, rounded white roots 
that are crisp, sweet and juicy – perfect 
for eating raw to enjoy their amazing 
silky-smooth texture. 
HA. 20cm (8in). Harvest: May-Sept. Sun. Kitchen Gardens, Pots. 

100318 100 seeds £0.89

Golden Ball 
Delivers an exceptionally long cropping 
season of uniform round roots with 
buttery yellow flesh, perfect for use in 
hearty stews, casseroles and soups. 
HA. 25cm (10in). Harvest: May-Nov. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

183016 1600 seeds £1.99

Popcorn Fiesta 
Tastes like popcorn. As tasty as it is 
ornamental, Popcorn Fiesta is the one 
sure-fire way to get kids to eat their veg. 
HHA. 1.8-2m (6-6.5ft). Harvest: Aug-Nov. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

180156 50 seeds £2.99

Swift F1 
Produces 2-3, 18cm (7in) cobs per plant, 
each with 16-18 rows of bright yellow 
tender sweet kernels. Flavour guide: 
rich and sugar-sweet. 
HHA. 2m (6.5ft). Harvest: Aug-Sept. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

180168 35 seeds £2.99

ONLY 
£2.99

ONLY 
£2.49Sweet Corn

 Rich in carbohydrates and sugars and contains useful amounts of vitamins A, B3 and C. It also contains 
folic acid, fibre and protein. A gluten-free cereal.  Delicious cooked and eaten straight off the cob.

NEW

Swiss Chard
 High in vitamin A.  Eat 

young leaves raw in salads/
sandwiches.

ONLY 
89p

Swede
 Good source of vitamin 

C, calcium, potassium and 
magnesium.

Turnip

Snobaby F1 
Sweet Corn Snobaby is a dual use corn.
Perfect to use as sweet baby corn or 
Leave  to mature to create corn for 
‘popping’. 
HHA. 2m (6.5ft). Harvest: Aug-Sept. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. 

180208 20 seeds              £3.99

Rob's Top T ip
This Super-Sweet corn is a great  
cropper, even in a cool British  
summer.
Rob Smith, Horticultural Expert



Basil Sweet 
Annual with larger leaves than Bush Basil. 
A widely used herb, especially in cooked 
tomato dishes. The large aromatic leaves 
also makes a legendary pesto! 
45cm (18in). Sow: Feb-Jun. Harvest: Jul-Aug. 

164375 500 seeds £2.49

Basil Devotion 
A delicious, downy mildew-resistant 
basil that you can grow almost 
anywhere. Large, green, cupped leaves 
that emit a sensational spicy aroma. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Feb-May. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

164401 100 seeds £3.49

Chives Common 
An undemanding perennial and 
member of the onion family, ‘Chives’ are 
the essential addition to any homegrown 
herb garden. Will return year after year. 
40cm (16in). Sow: Mar-Jun. Harvest: Jun-Jul. 

164596 700 seeds £2.49

Coriander 
A dual purpose herb that is grown for 
its seeds or fresh leaves. Coriander seeds 
are delicious in cakes, and when crushed 
add an orangey flavour to meat dishes. 
60cm (24in). Sow: Jun-Sept. Harvest: Jun-Sept. 

164650 150 seeds £2.49

Garlic Chives 
This perennial member of the onion 
family is easy to grow, returning year after 
year, and attracting bees and butterflies 
to its pretty white blooms.. 
40cm (16in). Sow: Jun-Jul. Harvest: Mar-Jun. 

164634 80 seeds £2.49

Garden Mint 
The easy to grow perennial herb that 
you won’t get enough of. A must-have 
for any herb garden, best planted in a 
container to control its spread. 
30cm (11.8in). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

165141 750 seeds £2.49

Parsley Envy 
A ‘must’ for the herb garden, producing 
strong-growing plants with dark green 
densely curled foliage. Ideal for pot 
growing as well as in the garden. 
30cm (12in). Sow: Feb-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

165192 400 seeds £2.49

Tagetes Dropshot 
Sweet and tasty, you can even chew 
on a few leaves while wandering the 
garden for a guilt-free liquorice kick. 
Ideal for drinks and salads 
25cm (10in). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

165101 15 seeds £2.99

Perilla Britton 
Both the leaves and flowers of this 
popular Asian vegetable can be used 
in salads, fish dishes, tempura and even 
cocktails and desserts. 
90cm (36in). Sow: Mar-Apr. Harvest: May-Oct. 

100319 200 seeds £1.99

Thyme Common 
Ideal for creating low, bushy 
groundcover that will attract bees to 
the tiny, pink blooms. Copes well with 
winds and dry conditions. 
30cm (12in). Sow: Apr-Jun. Harvest: May-Aug. 

165583 450 seeds £2.49

Lavi Gal F1 
For greenhouse, tunnel or cold frame. 
Tasty, creamy flesh. Early fruiting. 
Harvest August-early October. An 
incredibly refreshing summer treat. 
2m (6.5ft). Sow: Mar-May. Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

171549 10 seeds £4.49

Rugoso di Cosenza Giallo 
Cut open the large, oval, yellow fruit 
to reveal the sweet, creamy, mouth-
watering flesh within! An incredibly 
refreshing summer treat. 
1.5m (5ft). Sow: Mar-May. Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

171547 15 seeds £2.49

Watermelon  
Little Darling F1 
A strong performer in the UK, ‘Little 
Darling’ is a compact variety that 
matures and ripens quickly to yield 
delicious small oval fruits.. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

100290 5 seeds £3.99

Dill 
This aromatic annual can be grown for 
its seeds or its rich, aniseed flavoured 
foliage that complements fish dishes 
particularly well. 
90cm (36in). Sow: Mar-Jul. Harvest: Jun-Jul. 

164707 500 seeds £2.49

Mangomel F1 
These large, creamy-yellow fruits are full 
of flavour and so juicy and aromatic. 
Each plant should produce between 4 
and 6 fruits each. 
50cm (20in). Sow: Mar-May. Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

171551 4 seeds £3.99

Ginger F1 
Striking tiger striped skin and orange 
flesh. Compact, very prolific and early 
fruiting variety, resistant to downy and 
powdery mildew. 
45cm (18in). Sow: Apr-May. Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

171560 4 seeds £3.99

ONLY 
£2.49

ONLY 
£1.99

ONLY 
£2.49

Basil Spicy Sabre 
One of the prettiest leaved basils with 
bright green saber-like leaves. Perfect 
for use in delicious salads, pasta and 
soup. 
30cm (12in). Sow: Feb-Jun. Harvest: Jun-Oct. 

165100 180 seeds £2.99

Herbs
NEW

NEW Melon

NEW
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Herb Seeds

OFFER £2.99 with every order - 20 Iris Eyecatcher usually £12.99

Fruit Seeds



 Extra Early Wight   - Hardneck
 An autumn sowing will produce tasty, 
white skinned bulbs from late May, 
beating other varieties by weeks.  
HBb.   60cm (24in).     Harvest: May-Jun.   Sun.   Kitchen Gardens.  

 KB6869   2 bulbs   £8.99 
 KB6870   4 bulbs   £14.99 

 Messidrome - Softneck  
 French produced, large white bulbs 
with excellent flavour for all uses.  
HBb.   60cm (24in).     Harvest: Jun.   Sun.   Kitchen Garden. 

 KC2326   2 bulbs   £7.99 
 KC2357   4 bulbs   £11.99  Elephant - Hardneck  

 Massive bulbs approx. 10cm (4in) in 
diameter. Cloves are much larger than 
conventional garlic with a milder taste.  
HBb.   90cm (35in).     Harvest: Jul-Aug.   Sun.   Kitchen Gardens.  

 14538   5 cloves   £12.99 
 KC2544   10 cloves   £18.99 

 Germidour - Softneck  
W ell adapted to British conditions. 
Large, white bulbs with a mild flavour.  
HBb.   60cm (24in).     Harvest: Jun-Jul.   Sun.   Kitchen Garden.  

 14207   2 bulbs   £8.99 
 KC2543   4 bulbs   £14.99 

 Autumn planting Garlic Lovers Collection 
2 bulbs each of Edenrose, Messidrome, Kingsland Wight & Germidour
 KC2361   8 bulbs  SAVE £13.97  £19.99 

Garlic As well as the
traditional ‘softneck’ garlic varieties, 
we also have some superb 
‘hardneck’ types - these are very 
hardy - ideal for northern areas. 

 Carcassonne Wight - Hardneck  
 Shows good vigour and skin cover with 
pink coloured cloves.  
HBb.   60cm (24in).     Harvest: Jun-Jul.   Sun.   Kitchen Gardens.  

 14541   2 bulbs   £8.99 
 81102   4 bulbs   £14.99 

 Eden Rose  - Hardneck
 Plant in autumn or spring. High yielding. 
Rose skinned with a strong flavour.  
HBb.   60cm (24in).     Harvest: Jul-Aug.   Sun.   Kitchen Garden.  

 KC2331   2 bulbs   £7.99 
 KC2364   4 bulbs   £11.99 

 Kingsland Wight  - Hardneck
 The most versatile of hardnecks, can 
be planted in Autumn or early Spring.  
HBb.   60cm (24in).     Harvest: Jul-Aug.   Sun.   Kitchen Garden.  

 KC2329   2 bulbs   £8.99 
 KC2362   4 bulbs   £14.99 

 Solent Wight - Softneck    Known 
for its exceptional flavour and bouquet 
which it retains during cooking.  
HBb.   60cm (24in).     Harvest: Jul-Aug.   Sun.   Kitchen Garden.            

 KC2325   2 bulbs   £8.99 
 KF5283   4 bulbs   £14.99 

Delivery: September - December

 Bumper Autumn Planting Onion/Garlic/Shallot Collection 
250g Onion Electric, 250g Onion Autumn Champion, 500g Shallot Griselle, 400g Shallot Longor, 
2 bulbs Garlic Germidour & 2 bulbs Garlic Kingsland White. 
 KC2348    SAVE £20.95  £29.99 

Shallots

Onion Sets Immature ‘bulbs’ in an arrested stage of 
growth. Rarely attacked by pests or diseases.  

 Autumn Champion  
 Mild in flavour and great for cooking 
and pickling.  
HBb.   35cm (14in).     Harvest: Jul-Aug.   Sun.   Kitchen Garden. 

 KC2313   250g   £6.99 
 KC2345   500g   £9.99 

 Electric   Overwintering variety 
producing shiny red skinned, semi globe 
shaped bulbs with crisp, pink-tinged flesh
HBb.   45cm (18in).     Harvest: May-Jun.   Sun.   Kitchen Garden.  

 46560   250g   £6.99 
 KC2542   500g   £9.99 

 Senshyu    Overwintering variety. Produces 
good yields of semi-flat bulbs with straw 
yellow skins.   ‘Which?’ Best Buy variety 
HBb.   45cm (18in).     Harvest: Jun-Jul.   Sun.   Kitchen Garden.  

 14196   250g   £6.99 
 KC2540   500g   £9.99 

 Mixed Red White & Brown  
 This mix of 3 popular varieties is ideal for 
gardeners who want to grow a range of 
colours to suit their culinary needs.  
HBb.   45cm (18in).     Harvest: Jun-Jul.   Sun.   Kitchen Gardens.    

 46561   250g   £6.99 
 KC7185   500g   £9.99 

 Autumn Planting Onion Triple Pack 
250g pack each of Senshyu Yellow, Electric and Autumn Champion
 KC2347   750g  SAVE £7.98  £12.99 

 Griselle   A distinct spicy flavour, 
ideal for pickling as well as cooking.  
HBb.   35cm (14in).     Harvest: Jun-Jul.   Sun.   Kitchen Garden.  

 KC2320   500g   £8.99 

 Longor   Praised for its robust 
flavour and good storage potential. 
HBb.   35cm (14in).     Harvest: Aug.   Sun.   Kitchen Garden.  

 KC2318   400g   £9.99 

SAVE 
£20.95

 Snowball    Known for its mild flavour 
and good storage ability. Produces 
attractive, white bulbs with white flesh.  
HBb.   40-50cm (16-20in).     Harvest: Jul-Sept.   Sun/Part Shade. 
  Beds, Kitchen Gardens.  

 KF0272   250g   £6.99 
 KF0273   500g   £9.99 

FROM
£6.99

FROM
£6.99
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Delivery: September - December

Autumn planting
Garlic, Onions 
& Shallots
Autumn planting

BULB S



Salad Types
Plant: March-mid May. 

Harvest: June-mid August

BULB S

Delivery Jan-Feb 2024,  
 unless otherwise stated.

Key 
Most potatoes are versatile ‘all rounders’, 

but we have highlighted, with the following, 
key areas they are at their best

MashBoil Jacket SaladRoast Chips

Potatoes

 Foremost R ound, white-fleshed 
tubers are firm and waxy when young 
and retain their fine taste. New, boil, 
steam or saute.   Harvest: May-Jul. 

 KC2236   1kg   £6.99 
 KC2237   2kg   £9.99 

 Charlotte   A very popular salad variety 
producing pear shaped tubers of first 
class flavour, eaten either hot or cold.  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety      Harvest: Jul-Aug.    

 72441   1kg   £6.99 
 KB6922   2kg   £9.99 
 KF0696   5kg SAVE £14.96   £19.99 
 KC2244   1kg  Organic  £7.99 

 Pentland Javelin    A lovely soft waxy-
textured new potato with white skins 
and flesh that is ideal for boiling as a 
salad or new potato.       Harvest: May-Jun.    

 72308   1kg   £6.99 
 KB4260   2kg   £8.99 
 KF0700   5kg  SAVE £15.96  £18.99 

 Rocket   A very early bulking and heavy 
cropping first early variety producing 
almost round, white skinned and 
fleshed tubers.       Harvest: May-Jun.    

 72302   1kg   £6.99 
 KB6908   2kg   £9.99 
 KC2197   4kg SAVE £10.97   £16.99 

 Swift  Short bushy habit makes it ideal 
for containers or potato bags where 
space is limited. Potato ‘Swift also has 
partial double eelworm resistance.  
      Harvest: May-Jun.    

 72312   1kg   £6.99 
 KB6910   2kg   £9.99 

 Sharpes Express   Heirloom new 
potato with an exceptional flavour. 
Delicious cooked whole and slathered 
with butter.       Harvest: Jun.    

 KF0690   1kg   £6.99 
 KF0691   2kg   £9.99 
 KF0692   5kg  SAVE £15.96  £18.99 

Best seller!

 Jazzy   Massive yields of small waxy 
tubers that are literally bursting with 
flavour - whether you boil, mash, roast 
or steam them.   Harvest: Jul-Aug.  

 72318   1kg   £7.99 
 KB6911   2kg   £11.99 
 KC2191   4kg SAVE £12.97   £18.99 

 Pink Fir Apple   P roduces long, 
knobbly, pink skinned tubers with 
butter yellow, waxy flesh, and a 
distinctive nutty flavour.   Harvest: Aug-Oct.            

 72290   1kg   £7.99 
 KB6907   2kg   £11.99 
 KC2194   4kg SAVE £13.97   £17.99 

 Maris Peer    The firm creamy yellow 
fleshed tubers retain their colour and 
have a superb flavour.   Harvest: Jul-Aug. 

 72286   1kg   £7.49 
 KB6906   2kg   £9.99 
 KF0698   5kg  SAVE £17.46  £19.99 
 KC2228   1kg organic   £7.99 

 Casablanca  Produces a tasty crop of 
attractive, smooth white tubers that 
are perfect for boiling and making 
excellent chips.   Harvest: May-Jun. 

 KB1966   1kg   £6.99 
 KB1967   2kg   £9.99 
 KC2245   1kg organic   £7.99 

 Potato Nicola    A popular, summer 
harvest potato, with small, firm, waxy 
salad/ boiling tubers with a superb 
flavour.       Harvest: May-Jun.    

 72288   1kg   £7.49 
 72287   2kg   £9.99 

FROM
£6.99

FROM
£6.99

FROM
£6.99

 Arran Pilot    A traditional favourite 
producing white fleshed tubers of firm 
waxy texture and a pleasing flavour.Use 
as a salad or new potato.       Harvest: May-Jun.  

 72298   1kg   £6.99 
 KF0701   2kg   £9.99 
 KF0702   5kg  SAVE £12.96  £21.99 

First Earlies
Plant: mid February-April. 

Harvest: June-July

 Belle De Fontenay    Produces 
beautiful, long, pale yellow tubers 
that are delicious boiled or steamed.  
Which? Best Buy variety        Harvest: May-Jun.    

 72284   1kg   £6.99 
 KB6905   2kg   £9.99 
 KC2189   4kg SAVE £9.97   £17.99 

 Maris Bard    Smooth white skinned 
tubers with white flesh and a 
traditional new potato taste.  
     Harvest: May-Jun.    

 72306   1kg   £6.99 
 KB3840   2kg   £9.99 
 KC2281   4kg  SAVE £12.97  £14.99 

 Red Duke Of York    Large, oval, red-
skinned tubers with moist yellow flesh 
of superb flavour. A good all rounder 
and excellent for roasting.       Harvest: May-Jun.    

 72310   1kg   £6.99 
 KA9751   2kg   £9.99 
 KC2196   4kg  SAVE £10.97  £16.99 

BUY 5kg
SAVE
£14.96

BUY 5kg
SAVE
£12.96

BUY 4kg
SAVE
£10.97
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Delivery Jan-Feb 2024,  
 unless otherwise stated.

Key 
Most potatoes are versatile ‘all rounders’, 

but we have highlighted, with the following, 
key areas they are at their best

MashBoil Jacket SaladRoast Chips

Second Earlies
Plant: March-April. 
Harvest: June-July

Early Maincrops
Plant: March-mid May. 

Harvest: mid August-October

Maincrops
Plant: March-mid-May. 

Harvest: mid August-mid October

 Vivaldi    Excellent for producing high 
yields of mouth watering and creamy 
potaotes whether boiled, baked, 
mashed or roasted.   Harvest: Jul-Aug.    

 81182   1kg   £7.99 
 KA8411   2kg   £11.99 

 Kestrel   Tubers of consistent size and 
shape, with attractive, smooth skins 
and violet eyes.  ‘Which?’ Best Buy 
variety       Harvest: Jul-Aug.    

 72320   1kg   £6.99 
 KB6912   2kg   £9.99 
 KC2192   4kg  SAVE £9.97  £17.99 

FROM
£6.99

 Nadine   Produces uniform, round 
tubers with clear white skin.An 
excellent all-rounder, with a firm 
cooking texture.   Harvest: Jul-Sept.  

 KF0687   1kg   £7.99 
 KF0688   2kg   £12.99 
 KF0689   5kg  SAVE £19.96  £19.99 

 Marfona    A versatile all-rounder, 
delivering reliably high yields of large, 
yellow-skinned, oval tubers with 
delicious waxy flesh.       Harvest: Jul-Sept.    

 KF0681   1kg   £6.99 
 KF0682   2kg   £9.99 
 KF0683   5kg SAVE £14.96   £19.99 

 Anya   A  sought-after modern classic 
that won’t disappoint. Delicious boiled 
or steamed and eaten either hot or 
cold.   Harvest: Jul-Aug.  

 81176   1kg   £7.49 
 KB6936   2kg   £11.99 

 Acoustic    A delicious, heavy cropping, 
all rounder. Useful in all soils with 
excellent blight resistance and resistance 
to golden eelworm.        Harvest: Jun-Sept.    

 KC2251   1kg   £7.99 
 KC2252   2kg   £11.99 

 Ratte  Develops long, smooth skinned 
tubers with white skins and yellow, 
waxy flesh with a distinctive chestnut 
flavour.       Harvest: Jul-Aug.  

 72292   1kg   £7.99 
 KB4261   2kg   £11.99 
 KC2195   4kg SAVE £11.97   £19.99 

 Wilja  A versatile potato distinguished 
by its tasty, earthy-flavour. Oval tubers 
with creamy yellow flesh and medium-
dry texture.   Harvest: Jul-Aug.    

 KF0693   1kg   £6.99 
 KF0694   2kg   £9.99 
 KF0695   5kg SAVE £17.96   £16.99 

 Maris Piper    The best chipping variety 
available, and a versatile ‘all rounder’. 
Produces dry, floury tubers of good 
flavour.       Harvest: Jul-Sept.    

 72332   1kg   £6.99 
 KB6916   2kg   £9.99 
 KF0699   5kg SAVE £14.96   £19.99 

 King Edward    A firm favourite for 
roasting. The creamy skin is blushed 
with pink whilst the creamy white flesh 
has a light, floury texture.       Harvest: Jul-Sept. 

 72330   1kg   £6.99 
 KB6915   2kg   £9.99 
 KC2193   4kg SAVE £12.97   £14.99 

BUY 5kg
SAVE
£14.96

BUY 4kg
SAVE
£12.97

 Cara    Maincrop potato with excellent 
resistance to golden eelworm and blight. 
An allotment favourite!        Harvest: Aug-Sept.    

 72322   1kg   £6.99 
 KB6913   2kg   £9.99 
 KC2190   4kg SAVE £10.97   £16.99 
 KC2246   1kg organic   £7.99 

 Desiree   This well-loved maincrop 
potato is versatile for all cooking 
purposes including roasting and 
baking.        Harvest: Jul-Sept.    

 72326   1kg   £6.99 
 KB6914   2kg   £9.99 
 KF0697   5kg  SAVE £14.96  £19.99 

 Rooster   An excellent all rounder, 
producing oval tubers with pale yellow, 
dry, floury flesh that is incredibly 
versatile.   Harvest: Jul-Sept.    

 81174   1kg   £7.99 
 KB6935   2kg   £11.99 

 Kerrs Pink    Oval tubers with a low 
water content means it stores extremely 
well. Floury and starchy for great mash, 
roasties and chips.   Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

 KF0678   1kg   £6.99 
 KF0679   2kg   £9.99 
 KF0680   5kg  SAVE £14.96  £19.99 

 Golden Wonder    The floury flesh 
makes it one of the best varieties for 
baking, frying and roasting. It’s rich 
flavour improves on storage.  Harvest: Aug-Sept.    

 72328   1kg   £6.99 
 KB4262   2kg   £9.99 
 KC2282   4kg  SAVE £9.97  £17.99 

 Java   The new improved version of 
Sarpo Mira. A red skinned maincrop 
with excellent blight resistance and 
good eating qualities.   Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

 KF5770   1kg   £6.99 
 KF5771   2kg   £11.99 
 KF5772   4kg SAVE £9.97   £17.99 

NEW
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 White Button   Traditional & versatile.  
HP.   10cm (4in).     Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov.   Dappled Shade. 
  Kitchen Garden, Indoors.   Del: Sept-Nov.          

 KC1122   1 x 3 litre kit   £16.99 

 Chestnut 
 Similar to white button mushrooms 
but tan-coloured and slightly stronger 
HP. 10cm (4in). Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov. Kitchen Garden, 
Indoors. Kitchen Garden, Indoors. Del: Sept-Nov. 

 KC1121   1 x 3 litre kit   £16.99 

 King Oyster  One of the finest mushrooms.
HP. 10cm (4in). Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov. Kitchen garden, 
Indoors. Del: Sept-Nov. 

 KC1706   1 x 3 litre kit   £16.99 

 Shiitake  P opular gourmet variety.  
HP.    Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov.   Sun/Part Shade.   Indoors, 
Kitchen Garden.   Del: Sept-Nov.          

 KC1705   1 x 3 litre kit   £16.99 

Windowsill Mushroom Kits

Mushroom
Growing Kits

Pick delicious fresh mushrooms straight from the windowsill!
With these handy kits you’ll soon be picking delicious fresh mushrooms straight 
from the windowsill, at a fraction of the cost of buying them at the supermarket. Kits
comprise base tray, lid, and pre-spawned substrate. (Offer applies to 3 litre packs only).

These large Mushroom Growing Kits 
can be started into growth at any 
time, giving you a tasty crop to add 
to your favourite dishes in just a week 
or two! After the first crop you can 
expect at least another 2 pickings.

 Oyster
 Tender, velvet-textured flesh with a 
mild, delicate flavour.  
HP. 10cm (4in). Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov. Dappled Shade. 
Kitchen Garden, Indoors. Del: Sept-Nov. 

 KC1707   1 x 3 litre kit   £16.99 

 Yellow Oyster  
 An attractive yellow variety of the 
popular oyster mushroom.  
HP. 10cm (4in). Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov. Kitchen garden, 
Indoors. Del: Sept-Nov. 

 KC1708   1 x 3 litre kit   £16.99 

 White Button 
HP.  10cm (4in).     Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov.   Dappled Shade. 
  Kitchen Garden, Indoors.   Del: Sept-Nov.          

 KB9280   1 x 7.5 litre kit   £19.99 

 Chestnut
HP.   10cm (4in).     Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov.   Dappled Shade. 
  Kitchen Garden, Indoors.   Del: Sept-Nov.          

 KB9281   1 x 7.5 litre kit   £19.99 

 King Oyster  
HP.   10cm (4in).     Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov.     Kitchen garden, 
Indoors.   Del: Sept-Nov.          

 KC9684   1 x 7.5 litre kit   £19.99 

 Oyster  
HP.   10cm (4in).     Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov.   Dappled Shade. 
  Kitchen Garden, Indoors.   Del: Sept-Nov.          

 KB9282   1 x 7.5 litre kit   £19.99 

 Shiitake  
HP. 10cm (4in). Harvest: Apr-May, Sept-Nov. Dappled Shade. 
Kitchen Garden, Indoors. Del: Sept-Nov. 

 KB9283   1 x 7.5 litre kit   £19.99 

BUY ANY 2
3 litre packs
TAKE OFF
£2.50

per pack Grafted Veg Plants

Tomato Aviditas F1  
A  mini plum tomato variety 
which will provide you with 
an abundance of delicious 
red, juicy fruits.  
HHA.   3m (9ft).     Harvest: July-Oct.   Sun.   Kitchen 
garden.   Del: May-Jun.          

 KB9725   1 x 9cm pot   £9.99 

Tomato
Buffalosteak F1    Earlier 
ripening than the majority 
of other beefsteak tomatoes  
HHA.   2m (6.5ft).     Harvest: Jul-Oct.   Sun. 
  Kitchen Garden, Greenhouses.   Del: May-Jun.          

 KA9306   1 x 9cm pot   £9.99 

Tomato
Gardener’s Delight  
P roduces long trusses of 
small cherry-type fruit. 
HHA.   2m (6.5ft).     Harvest: Jul-Oct.   Sun. 
  Kitchen Garden, Greenhouses.   Del: May-Jun.          

 KC4838   1 x 9cm pot   £9.99 

Tomato Shirley F1
Matures early, and crops 
heavily on short jointed 
plants.  
HHA.   2m (6.5ft).     Harvest: Jul-Oct.   Sun. 
  Kitchen Garden, Greenhouses.   Del: May-Jun.          

 KC4856   1 x 9cm pot   £9.99 

Cucumber
Mini Stars F1   M ay be small 
fruits but, they are lusciously 
green and exceptionally tasty. 
HHA. 3m (10ft). Harvest: Jul-Sept. Sun. Kitchen 
Garden, Pots, Greenhouses. Del: May-Jun.  

 KA1630   1 x 9cm pot   £9.99

Aubergine
Scorpio F1   D elicious, top 
quality, sleek and shiny 
formed aubergine fruits. 
HHA.   60cm (24in).     Harvest: Jul.   Sun.   Kitchen 
Garden, Pots, Greenhouses.   Del: May-Jun.          

 KC4707   1 x 9cm pot   £9.99 

Cucumber
Carmen F1    You’ll have an 
abundance of fruits that will 
grow to around 34-40cm 
long.  HHA.   3m (10ft).     Harvest: Jun-Sept. 
  Sun.   Greenhouse.   Del: May-Jun.          

 KB9670   1 x 9cm pot   £9.99 

Chilli Pepper
Medina F1  
A  plentiful supply of chillies.  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety 
HHA.   50cm (20in).     Harvest: Jul-Oct.   Sun. 
  Indoors, Kitchen Garden, Pots,.   Del: May-Jun.          

 KC4811   1 x 9cm pot   £9.99 

Sweet Pepper
Solario F1  A compact habit 
of medium strength and 
very fertile variety.
HHA.   90cm (36in).     Harvest: Jul-Oct.   Sun.   Indoors, 
Greenhouses, Kitchen Garden, Pots.   Del: May-Jun.          

 KC3175   1 x 9cm pot   £9.99 

BULB S

75% more fruit, great flavour PLUS more pest and 
disease resistance. Pre-order now for next spring!

Tomato Indigo Rose F1  
 The fruits have a dark purple 
to black skin like nobody 
has ever seen before  
HHA.   2m (6ft).   Flowers: Jul-Oct.   Harvest: Jul-Oct. 
  Sun.   Greenhouse, Kitchen Garden.   Del: May-Jun.          

 KC4843   1 x 9cm pot   £9.99 

HALF PRICE OFFER! Buy any 3 or more 9cm Grafted Pots for only £5 each!
Offer applies to any 1 x 9cm pots from page 49. Just enter a price of £5 per pot when ordering 3 or more when using the order form.

Find these offers online at www.suttons.co.uk/mushroom-offer Find these offers online at www.suttons.co.uk/grafted-veg-offer48 49
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Poppy ‘Mother of Pearl’ 
‘Mother of Pearl’ poppy—the ethereal 
enchantress of your garden! This 
delightful mix of misty and smoky shades 
includes grey, lilac, mauve, pink, soft 
orange, and white. 
With its flecked and picotee varieties, it’s 
a work of art that attracts pollinators and 
self-seeds to create naturalized drifts of 
flower, bringing an effortless beauty to your 
outdoor space.
45-60cm (18-24in). Sow: Mar-Jun, Sept.. Flowers: Jul-Sept. 

128680 300 seeds £1.99

Mexican Sunflower ‘Fiesta del Sol’ 
Introducing the world’s first dwarf Mexican 
Sunflower—a pint-sized revolution! Standing 
at only 75cm, these bushy, weather-tolerant 
plants don’t need support. With vibrant 
orange flowers, they attract pollinators and 
make beautiful cut flowers. Big impact in a 
small plant!
75cm (30in). Sow: Feb-May. Flowers: Jul-Oct. 

130200 10 seeds £3.99

Sunflower ‘Lemon Cutie’ F1 
This adorable mini sunflower is perfect for 
pots, containers, and even window boxes. 
Featuring multiple branches and semi-
double flower heads, each 10cm across.
It’s like a sunflower party in your garden! 
With its 2023 Gold winner status from 
Fleuroselect, ‘Lemon Cutie’ is ready to 
steal the spotlight. Get ready for a sunny, 
cheerful display that will make your heart 
bloom!
35-50cm (14-20in). Sow: Mar-Jun. Flowers: Jul-Oct. 

133133 8 seeds £3.99

Agastache ‘Arizona Sunset’ 
The petite powerhouse that will ignite your garden with its 
captivating beauty. These pot-perfect plants boast delightful 
pinky-lilac flowers, forming dense spikes of tubular blooms 
that are not only visually stunning but also emit a refreshing 
mint and lemon fragrance. 
Thriving in dry and sunny locations, this floriferous gem 
blooms tirelessly throughout the season, eliminating the 
need for dead-heading. Whether adorning outside tables, 
window boxes, or front borders, Agastache ‘Arizona 
Sunset’ is the perfect choice for a vibrant and fragrant 
garden display.
20-25cm (8-10in). Sow: Feb-Apr. Flowers: Jul-Oct. 

100530 15 seeds £3.49

Antirrhinum ‘Mango Twist’ 
A fruity sensation for your garden! With bright scarlet 
upper lips and mango-coloured lower lips, this captivating 
flower adds a burst of tropical flair to any garden or vase. Its 
vibrant contrast catches the eye, and with an upright habit 
and abundant branching, it promises abundant blooms.  
Fleuroselect Novelty winner.
50-60cm (20-24in). Sow: Jan-Apr. Flowers: Jul-Oct. 

101840 80 seeds £2.99

 Antirrhinum 
 Mango 
 Twist

Sunflower 
Lemon Cutie F1

Mexican Sunflower 
Fiesta del Sol

T he piut-sized
superstar of 
Sunflowers!

 Poppy 
 Mother of Pearl

ONLY 
£1.99

  BULB S

Agastache 
Arizona
Sunset Catherine's  

Top T ip
This beautiful, dwarf sunflower 
even works well in windowboxes!
Catherine Gray, Horticultural Expert

50 51
Shop our full range online  

at suttons.co.uk
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Armeria ‘Ballerina Red’ 
Compact and uniform with grass-like 
foliage, these plants have strong stems 
topped with globe-shaped red blooms. 
HP. 20-30cm (8-12in). Flowers: May-Oct. Sun. Borders, Beds, 
Rockeries, Pots. 

102845 15 seeds £0.89

African Daisy ‘Ecklonis Mix’ 
Dazzling blooms with long, shiny 
petals, in shades of light to deep rose, 
pink and a blue-white. 
HA. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Ground Cover, Pots, 
Rockeries. 

100121 22 seeds £3.99

‘Crackle & Pop Mix’ F1 
A compact, bushy variety smothered 
in masses of flowers of red, yellow and 
pink shades, 
HHA. 15-25cm (6-10in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Pots. 

101813 80 seeds £2.99

‘Chuckles’ 
A spectacular mix of bicoloured 
antirrhinums in a wide colour range 
that’s certain to put a smile on your 
face. 
HHP. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun. Beds, Borders, Cutting. 

102429 1500 seeds £1.99

‘Illumination Mix’ 
A first-class antirrhinum putting on 
a vivid display in a range of bright, 
glowing colours. 
HHP. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun. Beds, Borders, Cutting. 

102410 2400 seeds £2.49

Aster ‘Lazy Daisy Mix’ 
Large single daisy flowers with golden 
centres. Excellent in beds and borders 
and long-lasting in arrangements. 
HHA. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Aug-Oct. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting. 

104586 450 seeds £2.49

‘Devon Gems Mix’ F1 
Glossy foliage of green and bronze and 
large flowers in shades of pink, red and 
white.  Half hardy annual - sow under 
cover.
HHA. 15cm (6in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, Pots. 

105980 100 seeds £3.99

‘Nonstop ‘Mixed’ 
The perfect variety to add a burst of 
colour to your garden. These begonias 
will keep flowering well into autumn. 
HHP. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Pots. Del: May. 

105985 20 seeds £5.99

‘Parisienne Trailing’ 
‘Produces large blooms in a palette of 
fruity shades. 
HHP. 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun/Part Shade. Baskets, 
Beds, Borders, Pots. Del: Jan-Apr. 

105983 30 seeds £4.99

Calendula ’Daisy Mix’ 
These Calendula are the first tough, 
disease-resistant, cascading calendulas 
producing vibrantly coloured flowers.
HA. 40cm (16in). Flowers: May-Sept. Sun. Baskets, Beds, 
Borders, Cuttings, Pots. 

107135 50 seeds £2.49

Californian Poppy 
 ‘XL Jelly Beans’ 
Fully double blooms in a vibrant colour 
range glisten above a mass of foliage.  
HA. 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jul-Aug. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cuttings, Pots. 

129018 150 seeds £2.99

Coleus ‘Blaze’ Collection 
One of the most brightly coloured 
houseplants you can grow, with an 
astonishing and beautiful array of 
colours. 
TP. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jan-Dec. Sun/Part Shade. Indoors. 

142052 150 seeds £3.99

Cornflower  
‘Tom Pouce Pink’ 
Covered in double flowers in a range of 
pinks, becoming lighter as they age. 
HA. 30-40cm (12-16in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Greenhouse, 
Pots. 

110935 100 seeds £2.49

Delphinium ‘Delight Mix’ 
A popular variety producing tall spires 
of shapely double flowers, in a range 
of shade. A traditional ‘cottage garden’ 
favourite. Very attractive to bees. 
HP. 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Aug-Sept/Jun-Sept. Sun. Bed, Borders. 

112945 160 seeds £2.99

Alyssum ‘Giga White’ 
Produces cloud-like plants which 
are covered in hundreds of ice-white 
flowers, perfect for pots, borders and 
baskets. 
HP. 10cm (4in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Beds, Pots. 

100930 300 seeds £2.99

Coleus ‘Colocha Scarlet’ F1 
Totally unique and perfect for 
containers, Coleus ‘Colocha Scarlet’ 
is tinged with intense & attractive 
colours. 
TP. 40-50cm (16-20in). Sun/Part Shade. Pots. 

110355 10 seeds £3.99

Aster ‘Milady Mix’ 
Excellent for bedding , these plants are 
robust, bushy and very wilt resistant. 
Well formed, globular, weather 
resistant flowers. 
HHA. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Beds, Pots,. 

104047 200 seeds £2.49

ONLY 
£2.49

Flower Seeds
A-Z

ONLY 
£2.49NEW

NEW
Antirrhinum Begonia

NEW
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Seed Flower A-Z continued

Shop online at suttons.co.uk or call us on 0844 736 4208
Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge. Calls from other networks may vary. 

‘White Knight’ 
Strong, stout stems bear a profusion of 
pretty white flowers with a pale pink 
blush. It makes an enchanting cut 
flower. 
HHA. 90cm (36in). Harvest: Aug-Oct. Sun. Borders, Cutting, 
Pots. 

111275 50 seeds £3.49

‘Apricot Lemonade’ 
Bring a soft, airy feel to beds and 
borders with this unique, pastel-
flowered delight. . 
HHA. 70cm (28in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Beds, Borders, Cutting, 
Pots, Rockeries. 

100253 40 seeds £2.49

‘Candyfloss Mix’ 
In a sugary confection of pinks, 
magenta and white, these are early 
to flower and will continue blooming 
throughout summer 
HHA. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Borders, Cutting, Pots. 

100254 65 seeds £2.99

‘Pink Mosaic’ 
Mottled mosaic rose and pink flowers 
which will change from light rose 
to pale pink with flecks and streaks; 
creates a beautiful, multifaceted display. 
HHA. 70-80cm (28-31in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Beds, Cutting, 
Pots. 

111340 15 seeds £3.99

‘Rubies in Sunshine’ 
We love how the two varieties 
look so outstanding together, just 
like rubies glistening in the bright 
sunshine. 
HHA. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Borders, Cutting. 

111286 25 seeds £3.49

‘Tango’ 
Tango will really stand out above the 
rest. Bright orange colours with paler 
streaks along the petals will most 
definitely catch your eye. 
HHA. 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Sun. Borders, Cutting. 

111274 30 seeds £3.49

‘Tip Top Picotee’ 
This particular Cosmos is one of 
the tallest varieties we sell and it is 
certainly one of the prettiest! Producing 
astonishing pure white flowers with 
delicate pink/purple petal tips 
HHA. 1m (3ft). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Borders, Cutting. 

111364 30 seeds £3.49

‘Xsenia’ 
A brand new cosmos! Cosmos ‘Xsenia’ 
has one-of-a-kind terracotta orange 
petals edged with rose pink. 
HHA. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Beds, Borders, Cutting, 
Pots, Rockeries. 

111290 20 seeds £3.99

‘Xanthos’ 
Unique soft-yellow blooms are 
produced in profusion on compact 
dwarf plants. 
HHA. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. 

111285 20 seeds £3.99

Echinacea ‘Sundress’ 
Fill your flower beds and flower borders 
this season with magnificent colours 
and shapes. 
HP. 80cm (31in). Flowers: Apr-Jul. Sun. Beds, Borders, Cutting, 
Pots. 

113240 10 seeds £4.99

Freesia ‘Royal Crown Mix’ 
A colourful mix of fragrant, large-
flowered freesias with vibrant colours 
and single and semi-double flowers
TP. 45-65cm (18-25in). Flowers: Nov-Apr. Sun. Cuttings, 
Greenhouse, Pots. 

114480 65 seeds £3.49

Lavender ‘Hidcote Blue’ 
A compact variety. Hang bunches of 
flowers to dry and use it in pot pourri 
indoors. 
HP. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Aug. Sun. Beds, Borders, Cutting, 
Hedging. 

118956 50 seeds £2.99

‘Boy-O-Boy Mix’ 
Dwarf mixture, golden yellow, bright 
yellow and mahogany/gold. Easy 
to grow, extremely popular bushy, 
weather-tolerant plants. 
HHA. 15cm (6in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Beds, Border, Pots. 

121625 120 seeds £2.99

Digitalis ‘Dottie Mix’ 
Bring the quintessential cottage 
garden look even in the smallest of 
spaces. One of the shortest Foxgloves 
perfect for containers! 
HB. 50-60cm (20-24in). Flowers: May-Aug. Sun/Part Shade. 
Cutting, Pots. 

113870 10 seeds £3.99

Gazania ‘Super Hybrid Mix’ 
Masses and masses of large, sun-
loving flowers in a wide range of vivid 
shades - both plain and bicoloured. 
Heat and drought tolerant, and salt 
tolerant too. 
HHP. 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Sun. Beds, Borders. 

115143 44 seeds £2.99

‘French Red Brocade’ 
Large, mahogany-red blooms with 
yellow centres on branching plants. 
Dwarf size, perfect for beds and borders. 
HHA. 25cm (10in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Baskets, Borders, 
Pots. 

121986 110 seeds £2.99

Lobelia ‘Crystal Palace’ 
Deep blue flowers on bronzy-green 
foliage. A lovely edging for yellow 
marigolds. Essential multi-use plants 
for the summer garden.  
HHA. 10cm (4in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Pots, Rockeries, Window Boxes. 

119552 650 seeds £2.49

Geranium  
‘Super Hybrid Mix’ F2 
Flowers in a beautiful range of colours, 
are produced all summer long. 
Majestic plants laden with blooms. 
HHP. Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Borders, Pots. 

115364 25 seeds £2.99

ONLY 
£3.99

NEW
NEW

NEW

Marigold

Cosmos
Seed Flower A-Z continued
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Seed Flower A-Z continued

‘Tropical Mix’ 
Ideal for covering banks and thin 
hedges. Very easily grown, versatile 
plants, flowering freely throughout the 
summer. 
HA. 1.8m (6ft). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Beds, Borders, Ground 
Cover. 

124133 25 seeds £2.49

‘Purple Emperor’ 
This unusual Nasturtium is unique in 
its intricate colouring, with dusky, rose-
coloured blooms. 
HHA. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Ground Cover, Pots, 
Window Boxes. 

123842 25 seeds £3.99

Nicotiana ‘Perfume Mix’ F1 
A bedding/patio nicotiana with a full 
colour range and beautiful scent! The 
plants are well-branched for maximum 
flower power. 
HHA. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun/Part Shade. Borders, 
Cutting. 

124575 110 seeds £2.99

Pansy ‘Giant Fancy Mix’ 
A Swiss Giant pansy, which is a strong-
growing strain with enormous flowers 
of brilliant colours. 
HB. 23cm (9in). Flowers: Mar-Oct. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Pots. 

125554 250 seeds £2.49

Poppy  
Oriental ‘Royal Wedding’ 
Perfect for cottage gardens, and are 
best planted together in clumps for the 
full effect. The pick of the bunch, with 
glistening white petals. 
HP. 60cm (24in). Flowers: May-Jul. Sun. Beds, Cutting. 

128681 50 seeds £2.99

Primrose ‘Springtide Mix’ 
An excellent primrose bearing a 
profusion of early flowers in a range of 
pastel shades. 
HP. 15cm (6in). Flowers: Mar-May. Sun. Beds, Border, Pots, 
Rockeries. 

129084 90 seeds £2.99

‘Ruby Sunset’ 
Stunning Ruby Sunset will produce 
5-15 medium sized, uniquely coloured 
blooms per stem if pinched out. 
Beautiful in the garden or pretty in the 
home. 
HA. 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Sun. Borders, Cutting. 

133077 20 seeds £3.49

‘Fire Fox’ 
Fully double, pom-pom flowers, 
upward-facing, with brick red and 
golden yellow colouration. Plants 
produce at least two flushes of flowers. 
HA. 30-40cm (12-16in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Borders, Pots. 

133131 12 seeds £3.99

‘Giant Yellow’ 
Giant Yellow produces enormous 
sunflowers that children love to grow. 
The flowers are like very large daisies. 
HA. 3m (9ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Sun. Borders, Cutting. 

133069 50 seeds £2.49

‘Gummy Bear’ 
Lemon yellow flowers contrast 
beautifully against lush green foliage. 
Well-shaped, uniform, and can reach 
a height of 1.7m (5.5ft). Perfect to add 
sweetness and style to your garden. 
HHA. 1.7m (5.5ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Sun. Borders, Cutting, Pots. 

133132 15 seeds £2.99

‘Orange Mahogany’ F1 
Each flower is around 10-12cm wide 
and perfect for using as cut flowers. 
Blooms are sunshine yellow with some 
having an internal brown halo. 
HA. 90cm (36in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Beds, Pots. 

133134 10 seeds £2.99

‘Pro Cut White Lite’ F1 
This blonde beauty is sophisticated 
enough for use in wedding bouquets 
and perfect for a vase in the house. 
HA. 1.5-2m (5-6.5ft). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Sun. Beds, Borders. 

133135 12 seeds £2.99

NEW

‘Titan’ 
Dustbin-lid-sized blooms up to 50cm 
(20”) in diameter! Ideal for wildlife food 
and great for back of border. 
HA. 3.5m (12ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Sun. Beds, Border, Cutting, 
Pots. 

133164 20 seeds £2.49

‘Waooh!’ 
A great value, easy-to-grow, multi-
headed variety. 
HA. 60-80cm (24-32in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Sun. Beds, Border, 
Cutting, Pots. 

133206 20 seeds £2.49

Nicotiana ‘Sirius Lime’ F1 
Huge flowers up to 6cm wide, perfect 
for landscaping.Nicotiana ‘Sirius Lime’ 
F1 is also Downy mildew resistant. 
HHA. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Sun/Part Shade. Beds.
Borders, Cutting. 

124730 30 seeds £3.49

‘Tip Top Pink Blush’ 
Edible flowers & leaves are great for 
salads and pesto. An easy to grow 
must-have for every garden! 
HHA. 40cm (16in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Pots, Trellis. 

123820 10 seeds £2.99

Night Scented Stock 
‘Evening Fragrance’ 
Deliciously scented flowers which open 
in the evening. Sow close to the house to 
get the benefit of a beautiful fragrance. 
HA. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Beds, Border, Pots. 

132677 1100 seeds £2.99

‘Beaches Mix’ 
This garden sunflower relative is hardier 
than its taller cousin, having the ability 
to cope with coastal conditions, winds 
and salt air. They will easily shrug off 
strong winds without snapping. 
HA. 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Beds, Cutting. 

133130 40 seeds £1.99

ONLY 
£2.49

ONLY 
£3.49
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Seed Flower A-Z continued
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‘High Scent’ 
Widely regarded as one of the most 
fragrant sweet peas available! This 
beautifully delicate variety bears 
creamy-coloured petals. 
HA. 1.8m (6ft). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Sun. Borders, Cutting, 
Fences, Trellis. 

133360 22 seeds £3.49

‘Fragrant Tide’ 
These superb plants have a dwarf, 
cascading habit, ideal for ground cover 
purposes. Large quantities of blooms 
throughout the summer 
HA. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Borders, Cutting, 
Fences, Trellis. 

133334 25 seeds £3.49

‘Old Fashioned Scented Mix’ 
A great mix of small-flowered, 
strongly scented varieties, which 
were the forebears of our modern 
varieties. 
HA. 1.8m (6ft). Flowers: May-Sept. Sun. Borders, Cutting, 
Fences, Trellis. 

134254 30 seeds £2.99

‘Spencer Special Mix’ 
Spencer Sweet Peas are famed for 
their large blooms and distinctive 
frilly edges. Always a show bench 
favourite. 
HA. 1.8m (6ft). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Borders, Cutting, 
Fences, Trellis. 

134250 35 seeds £2.49

‘True Fragrance’ 
Our own unique blend of the most 
strongly scented varieties, tested over 
a number of years at our trials ground. 
With large flowers and long stems. 
HHA. 1.8m (6ft). Flowers: May-Sept. Sun. Borders, Cutting, 
Fences, Trellis. 

134617 25 seeds £2.99

‘Fragrant Skies’ 
An attractive Spencer Sweet Pea 
with large, highly scented blooms in 
shades of blue mixture. Beautiful in 
arrangements and superb for showing. 
HA. 1.8m (6ft). Flowers: May-Sept. Sun. Borders, Cutting, 
Fences, Trellis. 

133328 22 seeds £2.99

‘Lavender Bridesmaid’ 
Sweetly fragrant dwarf sweet pea, 
reaching 90-100cm tall. Ideal to grow 
in borders or large containers under a 
window to appreciate the fragrance 
HP. 90cm-1m (35-39in). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Cutting, 
Fences, Pots, Trellis. 

133322 25 seeds £3.49

‘Everlasting Mix’ 
A beautiful, easy to grow climber 
producing masses of small, pea-like 
flowers in shades of red, rose or white, 
over a long period! 
HP. 2m (6.5ft). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Sun. Cutting, Fences, Pots, 
Trellis. 

133476 22 seeds £2.99

‘Fireworks Mix’ 
Impressively large double flowers. Ideal 
for beds and borders, and for cutting. 
Sun-loving plants, free-flowering, long-
lasting and gaily coloured. 
HHA. 75cm (30in). Flowers: Jul-Sept. Sun. Borders, Cutting, 
Pots. 

138708 120 seeds £2.49

‘Marmalade’ 
This glowing Coneflower looks good 
enough to eat! Radiant single blooms 
in dazzling tones of orange and gold, 
make memorable displays. 
HHA. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun/Part Shade. Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. 

130321 750 seeds £2.49

Scabious ‘Salmon Queen’ 
Flowers are supported on strong stems 
covering the plant, perfect to add 
subtle colour and movement to your 
garden. Loved by pollinating insects. 
HA. 90cm (36in). Flowers: May-Sept. Sun. Beds,Borders, 
Cutting. 

131470 30 seeds £2.99

Tagetes ‘Starfire Mix’ 
Dwarf, compact and neat plants. 
The flowers in a rich colour range are 
produced in abundance superb for 
bedding, edging and containers. 
HHA. 20cm (8in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun. Beds, Borders, Pots. 

135698 350 seeds £2.99

Wallflower  
‘Persian Carpet Mix’ 
These perfumed, bushy plants are best 
grown as a hardy biennial, providing 
fabulous upright flower spikes. 
HP. 40cm (16in). Flowers: Apr-Jun. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders. 

138228 400 seeds £2.49

‘Dahlia Flowered Mixed’ 
These plants will be buzzing with bees 
and butterflies all summer long. They’re 
sure to fill your garden with colour for 
months on end. 
HHA. 90cm (36in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. 

139030 50 seeds £1.99

NEW

‘Sublime Scent’ 
Combining the best of attributes, 
a blend of the finest new colours 
available with extra flowers - the effect 
is sublime! 
HA. 1.5-2m (5-6.5ft). Flowers: Jun-Sept. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Pots, Trellis. 

134726 25 seeds £3.49

‘Viviani’ 
Rudbeckia ‘Viviani’ has huge 15cm 
flowers which last until the first frosts. 
They even have excellent weather 
tolerance. 
60cm (24in). Flowers: Jun-Oct. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, Borders, 
Pots. 

130260 100 seeds £2.49

‘Macarenia’ 
Perfect to use as cut flowers or to add 
a burst of colour to your borders or 
patio pots. Zinnia ‘Macarenia’ can reach 
around 50-75cm tall. 
HHA. 50-75cm (25-30in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. 

139031 50 seeds £2.99

Viola  
‘Floral Power Plum Antique’ F1 
Plants become smothered in blooms 
of plum-purple flowers. Ideal for pots 
and window boxes. 
HA. 15cm (6in). Flowers: Jul-Oct. Sun/Part Shade. Baskets, Beds, 
Borders, Pots, Window Boxes. 

136795 15 seeds £3.99

ONLY 
£2.49

ONLY 
£2.99

ONLY 
£2.99

Rudbeckia

NEWNEW

Zinnia

NEW NEW



 Delphinium 
‘Magic Fountains Mix’  
90cm (36in).   Sow: Feb-Jun.   Flowers: Jun-Jul.   

 112880   80 seeds   £1.00 

Flower Seed Clearance - NOW ONLY £1 EACH Vegetable Seed Clearance - NOW ONLY £1 EACH

 Alyssum 
‘Wandering Star Mix’  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Feb-May.   Flowers: Jun-Sept.   

 100887   250 seeds   £1.00 

 Antirrhinum 
‘Magic Carpet Mix’  
20cm (8in).   Sow: Jan-Mar.   Flowers: May-Aug.   

 102062   2400 seeds   £1.00 

 Sweet Pea 
‘Long Stem Mixed’  1.8m (6ft). 
  Sow: Jan-May/Sept-Oct.   Flowers: Jun-Sept.   

 133364   50 seeds   £1.00 

 Cerinthe ‘Honey Bee’  
45-60cm (18-24in).   Sow: Feb-May/Sept. 
  Flowers: Jul-Sept.   

 108965   20 seeds   £1.00 

 Cosmos 
‘Sonata Dwarf Mix’  
60cm (24in).   Sow: Mar-May.   Flowers: Jul-Sept.   

 111362   65 seeds   £1.00 

 Dahlia 
‘Redskin Mix’  
38cm (15in).   Sow: Feb-Apr.   Flowers: Jun-Sept.   

 112384   70 seeds   £1.00 

 Love-Lies-Bleeding 
‘Crimson Tassels’  
75cm (30in).   Sow: Mar-May.   Flowers: Jun-Sept.   

 120212   1400 seeds   £1.00 

 Marigold 
‘Summer Loving Mix’  
25cm (10in).   Sow: Mar-May.   Flowers: Jun-Sept.   

 122722   55 seeds   £1.00 

 Oenothera 
‘Sunset Boulevard’  
60cm (24in).   Sow: Feb-Apr.   Flowers: Jun-Sept.   

 124818   90 seeds   £1.00 

 Petunia 
‘Duo Double Mix’ F1  
25cm (10in).   Sow: Feb-Apr.   Flowers: Jun-Sept.   

 126088   50 seeds   £1.00 

 Petunia 
‘Super Hybrid Mix’  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Feb-Apr.   Flowers: Jun-Sept.   

 126398   220 seeds   £1.00 

 Polyanthus 
‘Giant Thrill Mix’  
20cm (8in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.   Flowers: Mar-May.   

 128305   150 seeds   £1.00 

 Strawfl ower ‘Forever Mix’  
90cm (36in).   Sow: Mar-May/Sept.   
Flowers: Jun-Sept.   

 132697   850 seeds   £1.00 

 Sweet Pea ‘Anne Gregg’  
1.8m (6ft). Sow: Jan-May/Sept-Oct.   Flowers: 
Jun-Sept.   

 134060   25 seeds   £1.00 

 Sweet Pea ‘Patio Mix’  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Jan-May/Sept.   
Flowers: Jun-Aug.   

 134706   25 seeds   £1.00 

 Aubergine 
Pinstripe F1  
60cm (24in).       Sow: Feb-Apr. Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

 150911   10 seeds   £1.00 

 Broad Bean 
Listra  
90cm (36in). Sow: Feb-Apr.     Harvest: Jun-Aug. 

 194104   45 seeds   £1.00 

 Cabbage Mozart F1  
40cm (16in).   Sow: Feb-May, Oct.     
Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 153804   45 seeds   £1.00 

 Cabbage 
Winter Jewel F1  
40cm (16in). Sow: Jul-Aug.     Harvest: Apr-May. 

 155080   50 seeds   £1.00 

 Cabbage 
Luzia F1  
40cm (16in).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: Aug-Oct. 

 100314   20 seeds   £1.00 

 Carrot 
Purple Haze F1  
30cm (12in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Jun-Nov. 

 157351   180 seeds   £1.00 

 Caulifl ower 
Clapton  
45cm (18in).   Sow: Apr-Jun.     Harvest: Aug-Nov. 

 158233   30 seeds   £1.00 

 Herb Lemon Grass  
36-60cm (3-5ft). Sow: Jan-Mar.     Harvest: 
May-Oct. 

 165087   400 seeds   £1.00 

 Kale 
Cottagers Kale  
90cm (36in).   Sow: Mar-May.     Harvest: Oct-Apr. 

 100317   30 seeds   £1.00 

 Mangetout Sweet Horizon  
‘Which?’ Best Buy variety 
90cm (35in).   Sow: Mar-Jul.     Harvest: Jun-Sept. 

 193185   40 seeds   £1.00 

 Pea Shoots 
Anubis  
60cm (24in).   Sow: Jan-Dec.     Harvest: Jan-Dec. 

 183101   200 seeds   £1.00 

 Pepper Chilli 
Bhut Jolokia Fiery Furnace  
50cm (20in).   Sow: Feb-Apr.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 156150   10 seeds   £1.00 

 Pepper Chilli 
Padron  
50cm (20in).   Sow: Feb-Mar.     Harvest: Jul-Oct. 

 156220   18 seeds   £1.00 

 Pepper Chilli 
Peruvian Lemon Drop  
75cm (30in).     Flowers: Jul-Oct.   

 156030   10 seeds   £1.00 

 Spinach Rubino F1  
30cm (12in). Sow: Mar-May/Jul-Sept.     
Harvest: Apr/Jun-Jul/Sept-Dec. 

 178436   200 seeds   £1.00 

 Sweetcorn Double 
Standard  
1.8m (6ft). Sow: Apr-May.     Harvest: Aug-Sept. 

 179621   20 seeds   £1.00 

 Caulifl ower 
Clapton  

 Pea Shoots 
Anubis  

CLUB ROOT 
RESISTANT
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 English Bluebell  
 One of our best known wild flowers! It produces 
beautiful spikes of violet-blue, bell-shaped 
flowers. Ideal for planting under deciduous 
trees and shrubs.  HBb.   25cm (10in).   Flowers: Apr-May.     Dappled 
Shade.   Borders, Pots, Woodland Gardens.           

 KF1603   10 bulbs   £8.99 
 KF4696   30 bulbs   £13.99 
 KB5936   60 bulbs   £19.99 
 KB5925     120 bulbs  SAVE £72.89  £34.99 

Snowdrop ‘Giant’  
 Galanthus elwesii produces some of the 
largest snowdrop flowers, up to 2.5cm 
long with a beautiful honey fragrance.  
HBb.   30cm (12in).   Flowers: Jan-Feb.     Dappled Shade.   Borders, 
Pots, Woodland Gardens.          

 45543   10 bulbs   £8.99 
 KF4679   20 bulbs   £11.99 
 KB6701   40 bulbs   £18.99 
 KF4680    100 bulbs  SAVE £64.91  £24.99 

Anemone
‘Blanda Mixed’  
 Daisy-like flowers stretch out their petals 
to form a carpet of dazzling colour. Ideal 
for woodlands, wildlife gardens, and 
rockeries, or planting beneath trees. 
HBb.   10cm (4in).   Flowers: Mar-Apr.     Sun/Part Shade.   Rockeries.          

 51857   50 bulbs   £6.99 
 KC1229   100 bulbs   £11.99 
 KC1230     200 bulbs  SAVE £10.97  £16.99 

 Winter Aconite  
 This woodland member of the buttercup 
family will swiftly multiply to form a 
glowing carpet of golden yellow flowers 
each spring. Virtually maintenance free.  
HBb.   8cm (3in).   Flowers: Feb-Mar.     Sun/Part Shade.   Beds, 
Borders, Woodland Gardens.           

 46674   25 bulbs   £9.99 
 KB6685   50 bulbs   £12.99 
 KB6684     100 bulbs  SAVE £17.97  £21.99 

Snakes Head Fritillaria  
 Grass-like foliage topped by attractive 
nodding flower heads in shades of white, 
pink or checkered purple to create an 
elegant springtime display. Guaranteed 
to attract attention in your garden.  
HBb.   30cm (12in).   Flowers: Apr-May.     Sun/Part Shade.   Pots, 
Woodland Gardens.          

 11645   50 bulbs   £9.99 
 KB5917     100 bulbs  SAVE £2.99  £16.99 

Tulip ‘Woodland Tulip’  
 Commonly known as the wild Tulip, 
this species is tough, reliable and 
easy to naturalise with wide, scented, 
golden blooms that rise upon slender 
stems. 
HBb.   25cm (10in).   Flowers: Apr-May.     Sun.   Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots.          

 KC1351   10 bulbs   £9.99 
 KF0103    20 bulbs  SAVE £4.99  £14.99 

Snowdrop ‘Single Flowered’  
 Will quickly multiply to create a carpet of 
graceful, honey-scented nodding snowdrops, 
signalling winters end with an understated 
elegance.  HBb.   15cm (6in).   Flowers: Feb-Mar.     Dappled Shade.   Pots, 
Window Boxes, Woodland Gardens.           

 KF1604   25 bulbs   £9.99 
 KF4697   50 bulbs   £14.99 
 KA8405   100 bulbs   £24.99 
 KA8467           200 bulbs  SAVE £44.93            £34.99 

Muscari armeniacum  
 Densely packed spikes of tiny deep blue 
flowers from April to May. Easy to grow, 
this charming bulb quickly naturalises 
to form dense carpets of colour.  
HBb.   20cm (8in).   Flowers: Mar-May.     Sun/Part Shade.   Cutting, 
Ground Cover, Woodland Gardens.           

 67281   85 bulbs   £8.99 
 KA8455   170 bulbs   £12.99 
 KA8471     340 bulbs  SAVE £15.97  £19.99 

Crocus ‘Botanical Mixed’  
 Our “natural” crocus mixture contains 
many fragile-looking but robust-
growing varieties, a sparkling display of 
colour to welcome spring!  
HBb.   10cm (4in).   Flowers: Mar-Apr.     Sun.   Beds, Borders, Pots, 
Rockeries.           

 KC1068   50 bulbs   £11.99 
 KF5263   100 bulbs   £16.99 
 KC1355   200 bulbs  SAVE £25.97   £21.99 

FROM
£8.99

FROM
£6.99

FROM
£8.99

Allium
‘Purple Sensation’  
 Sure to make a statement in your 
summer borders. Globes of starry 
flowers up to 8cm (3in) across.  
HBb.   90cm (35in).   Flowers: May-Jun.     Sun.   Borders, Cutting.          

 KC1069   15 bulbs   £7.99 
 KF4669   30 bulbs   £9.99 
 KF4670   60 bulbs   £14.99 
 KF4671     90 bulbs  SAVE £22.95  £24.99 

Bulbs for Naturalising

FROM
£7.99

BUY 200 
SAVE

£44.93

Catherine's 
T ip T ip

Plant once and enjoy 
an ever-improving 
vista for years.
Catherine Gray, 
Horticultural Expert
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Bulbs
BULB S

Bulb sizes quoted in centimetres refer 
to the circumference of bulbs. Bulb and 
root size 1 are the top size available. All 
bulbs are sourced from cultivated stock.
Delivery: September -December
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Allium
‘Graceful Beauty’ 
White flowers blushed with the palest 
pink providing a lovely contrast with its 
violet stamens.
HBb. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Borders, Pots. 

KA8636  12 bulbs £7.99
KF4668  24 bulbs £9.99
KC1096  48 bulbs SAVE £16.97 £14.99

Allium
‘Big Impact Mixed’ 
A wonderful assortment of flower, sizes 
and colours that are superb for cut flowers.
HBb. 90cm (35in). Flowers: May-Jun. Sun. Borders, Cutting, Pots.  

45512 8 bulbs £9.99
KB5924 16 bulbs £14.99
KF4667  32 bulbs SAVE £17.97 £21.99

Allium ‘Yellow Fantasy’ 
Numerous clusters of nodding, bell-
shaped yellow-green flowers. 
HBb. 35-40cm (14-16in). Flowers: Jun-Jul. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting. 

KF4922  5 bulbs £8.99
KF5128  10 bulbs SAVE £4.99 £12.99

NEW

Crocus
‘Panda & Queen Bee’ Collection 
Once planted will reward your garden 
year after year. 
HBb. 5-10cm (2-4in). Flowers: Feb-Mar. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Pots, Rockeries, Window Boxes.  

KF4925 20 bulbs £18.99
KF5129 40 bulbs SAVE £7.99 £29.99

NEW

Allium ‘Globemaster’ 
The magnificent, spherical blooms are 
up to 15cm (6in) across! HBb. 80cm (31in). 
Flowers: Jun-Jul. Sun. Borders, Cutting. . 

45515  1 bulb £9.99
KB6653  2 bulbs £12.99
KB6654  4 bulbs SAVE £16.97 £22.99

Bulbs A-Z

Crocus ‘Value Mix’ 
A sparkling spring show of colourful 
crocuses. 
HBb. 10cm (4in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun. Beds, Pots, Rockeries, 
Window Boxes, Woodland Gardens. 

KF1599  20 bulbs £8.99
KF4692  40 bulbs £12.99
KB5947  80 bulbs £19.99
KB5946  160 bulbs SAVE £41.93 £29.99

Freesia ‘Double Mix’ Above 
clumps of sword-shaped leaves, hover 
arching sprays of exotic, funnel-shaped 
blooms. HHBb. 35cm (14in). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Sun. 
Borders, Cutting, Edible, Greenhouses, Pots.  

KF4926   50 bulbs £8.99
KF5130   100 bulbs SAVE £4.99 £12.99

NEW

Fritillaria imperalis ‘Red’
Highly exotic in appearance, this 
statuesque fritillary produces majestic
crowns of vibrant red, bell-shaped flowers 
Makes beautiful indoor arrangements.  
HBb. 1.2m (47in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Borders, Cutting. 

10516 3 bulbs £13.99
KB5919 6 bulbs SAVE £7.99 £19.99

Fritillaria
‘Spring Bells’ 
Grass-like foliage topped by attractive 
nodding flower heads in shades of 
white, pink or checkered purple. 
HBb. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun/Part Shade. Pots, 
Woodland Gardens.  

46012   20 bulbs £9.99
KB6686   40 bulbs SAVE £4.99 £14.99

Iris ‘Eyecatcher’ 
Delicate white petals are heavily 
patterned with rich blue and a yellow 
stripe with dark blue spotting 
HBb. 20cm (8in). Flowers: May-Jun. Sun. Borders, Cuttings, 
Pots, Rockeries. 

71452  10 bulbs £8.99
KB6694   20 bulbs SAVE £4.99 £12.99

Hyacinth ‘Breeders Selection’ 
A unique mix of Hyacinths, with vibrant 
colour and a rich fragrance. 
HBb. 20cm (8in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Borders, 
Cutting, Pots.  

10109 8 bulbs £9.99
KB6689  16 bulbs SAVE £4.99 £14.99

Ipheion ‘Mixed’ Flowers in the 
first year. Star-shaped flowers with 
sweet honey fragrance. HBb. 15cm (6in). Flowers: 
Mar-May. Sun. Borders, Pots.  

46304 25 bulbs £7.99
KB5937 50 bulbs £9.99
KB1629   100 bulbs SAVE £16.97 £14.99

Iris ‘Metallic Mixture’ 
Uniquely coloured Dutch Iris in shades 
of purple and maroon, each petal 
splashed with yellow. Hardy and easy 
to grow.
HBb. 50cm (20in). Flowers: May-Jun. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots.  

45415   50 bulbs £12.99
KB5923   100 bulbs SAVE £6.99 £18.99

Muscari ‘Pink Sunrise’ 
The conical flower heads are the softest 
shade of pale pink, opening from 
delicate white buds. HBb. 20cm (8in). Flowers: Apr-
May. Sun. Beds, Cutting, Pots. 

KB1633 5 bulbs £9.99
KB1631 10 bulbs £12.99
KB1632 20 bulbs SAVE £16.97 £22.99

Nectaroscordum
siculum  Tall stems topped with lilac-
flushed, bell-shaped blooms. Attractive 
to pollinators.
HBb. 1.2m (4ft). Flowers: May-Jun. Sun/Part Shade. Borders, 
Cutting, Rockeries.  

80024  25 bulbs £11.99
KC1231  50 bulbs £14.99
KC1232  75 bulbs SAVE £15.98 £19.99

Russian Snowdrop
‘Puschkinia’ A stunning alternative to 
traditional spring bulbs. HBb. 15cm (6in). Flowers: 
Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Borders, Rockeries. 

45541   50 bulbs £6.99
10247   100 bulbs £9.99
KB5930   200 bulbs SAVE £12.97 £14.99

100 Days of Colour 
Collection
Will brighten the garden from spring 
right through to summer. 
HBb. Up to 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Feb-Jun. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Pots, Rockeries.  

KB4298  100 bulbs £19.99
KF1086   200 bulbs SAVE £9.99 £29.99

Daffodil & Tulip
‘Tom Pouce’ Collection
Both named after a sweet Dutch
pastry, they combine to create a sugary
confection of candy pink and pale lemon.
HBb. 40-50cm (16-20in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun/Part Shade. 
Beds, Borders, Cutting, Pots.  

KF4931 10 bulbs £11.99
KF5132 20 bulbs SAVE £6.99 £16.99

NEW
BUY 75 
SAVE
£15.98

BUY 20 
SAVE
£4.99

FROM
£6.99

BUY 10 
SAVE
£4.99

BUY 40 
SAVE
£4.99
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Bulbs continued

‘Bella Vista’ 
A cheery daffodil with wide outward 
facing blooms in early spring. ! 
HBb. 40cm (16in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

10749 10 bulbs £9.99
KB6722 20 bulbs £12.99
KA8472 40 bulbs £19.99

‘Double’ Duo 
A blend of flamboyant double-flowered 
varieties, in gentle tones. 
HHBb. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Borders, 
Cutting, Greenhouses, Pots, Rockeries. Del: Sept-Dec. 

45670 10 bulbs £9.99
KC1242 20 bulbs £12.99
KC1243 40 bulbs £19.99

‘Golden King Alfred’ 
A classic, popular variety for a cheerful 
display 
HBb. 40cm (16in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Cuttings, 
Greenhouses, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

11581 10 bulbs £8.99
KC1352 20 bulbs £11.99
KC1353 100 bulbs £24.99

‘Jetfire’ 
This smaller variety looks excellent 
planted in groups in borders. 
HBb. 20cm (8in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

45648 25 bulbs £9.99
KA8404 50 bulbs £16.99
KA8473 100 bulbs £24.99

‘Miniature Mixed’ 
Perfectly proportioned for even the 
smallest of gardens! 
HBb. 25cm (10in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots, Rockeries. Del: Sept-Dec. 

45549 20 bulbs £9.99
KB6671 40 bulbs £11.99
KB6672 80 bulbs £19.99

‘Orange Juice’ 
A daffodil with a beautiful combination 
of colour and form, Narcissus ‘Orange 
Juice’ has pale orange/yellow blooms. 
HBb. 45cm (18in). Flowers: May-Jun. Sun/Part shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

KF4932 5 bulbs £9.99
KF5133 10 bulbs £14.99

NEW

Cornish Continuity Collection 
A specially selected trio of dazzling, 
golden daffodils that will bloom in 
succession from late January to late 
March. 
HBb. Up to 40cm (16in). Flowers: Jan-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. 
Beds, Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

‘Treglisson’
KC1309 10 bulbs £9.99
‘Trelawney Gold’
KC1310 10 bulbs £9.99
‘Rosemoor Gold’
KC1308 10 bulbs £7.99

Cornish Continuity 
Collection 
KC1599 30 bulbs £19.99
KC1600 90 bulbs £34.99

BUY 30 
SAVE 
£7.98

‘Tête-a-Tête’ 
Delightful miniature daffodils that will 
brighten even the dullest of spring days. 
HBb. 15cm (6in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Pots, Rockeries. Del: Sept-Dec. 

45649 25 bulbs £9.99
KC8588 50 bulbs £12.99
KC8589 100 bulbs £19.99

‘Cornish Miniature’ Collection 
Add some charm to your spring 
garden with these Cornish-bred 
Narcissus. Compact varieties that will 
mingle together beautifully! 
HBb. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

‘Pencrebar’
KC1307 10 bulbs £7.99
‘Niveth’
KC1306 10 bulbs £7.99
‘Cornish Chuckles’
KC1305 10 bulbs £7.99

‘Cornish Miniature’ 
Collection 
KC1364 30 bulbs £14.99
KC1365 90 bulbs £29.99

BUY 30 
SAVE 
£8.98

‘Sagana’ 
Large, strong blooms, which stand 
upright and proud.
HBb. 40cm (16in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

62653 10 bulbs £9.99
KB6674 20 bulbs £13.99
KB6675 40 bulbs £19.99

Sweet  Aroma Mixed’ 
You’ll want it to be spring all year once 
you breathe in its scent. 
HBb. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

45554 10 bulbs £11.99
KB5932 20 bulbs £14.99
KB5933 40 bulbs £22.99

‘Value Mixed’ 
The longest flowering window collection. 
HBb. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Mar-May. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

62654 10 bulbs £8.99
KB6678 20 bulbs £11.99
KB6679 40 bulbs £17.99
KB6680 80 bulbs £19.99

‘White Diamonds Mixture’ 
An elegant departure from the 
traditional yellow daffodil. 
HBb. 35cm (14in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

45557 10 bulbs £9.99
KB6681 20 bulbs £14.99
KB6682 40 bulbs £24.99

‘White Lion’ 
Narcissus ‘White Diamonds Mixture’ 
adds a dazzling white sophistication to 
spring borders and containers. 
HBb. 35cm (14in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

11558 10 bulbs £7.99
KB6683 20 bulbs £11.99

BUY 40 
SAVE 
£19.99

Daffodil
Bulbs

FROM 
£8.99
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Bulbs continued

‘Colour Carnival’ 
Carnival Make an unforgettable impact 
planted tightly together in large groups. 
HBb. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

46043 16 bulbs £9.99
KB6704 32 bulbs £14.99
KB6705 64 bulbs £24.99

‘Angelique’ 
Plant tulips in groups and delight 
as they open to reveal their superb 
colouring. 
HBb. 50cm (20in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun/Part Shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Edible, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

KC1251 32 bulbs £14.99
KC1252 64 bulbs £22.99

‘Double Flowering Mixed Bouquet’ 
Comprises three peony-type, double-
flowered tulips that will instantly create 
a harmonious colour palette. 
HBb. 40cm (16in). Flowers: Apr. Sun/Part shade. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

KF4928 18 bulbs £11.99
KF5135 36 bulbs £16.99

NEW

‘Double Foxtrot Mixed’ 
An exquisite tulip with a soft fragrance. 
Great for fragrant cut flower displays. 
HBb. 30cm (12in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

KF0623 10 bulbs £11.99
KF0624 20 bulbs £15.99
KF0625 30 bulbs £19.99

NEW

‘Elegant Mix’ 
A fluted shape and tall, stiff stems 
make these varieties perfect for cutting. 
HBb. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

KA7153 16 bulbs £11.99
KA7190 32 bulbs £16.99
KA7191 64 bulbs £26.99

‘Florist’s Treat Mixed’ 
This luxurious mix of colour-
coordinated tulips brings together 
fringed and double varieties 
HBb. 40cm (16in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Edible, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

55711 16 bulbs £9.99
KB6710 32 bulbs £16.99

‘Fire Wings’ 
Pointed, winged petals open out in a 
vibrant clash of red and yellow, adding 
fire and heat to your spring bulb displays. 
HBb. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

64737 16 bulbs £9.99
KB5952 32 bulbs £16.99

‘Fly Away’ 
Orange petals, edged with gold, are 
carried on sturdy, upright stems. 
HBb. 50cm (20in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

80145 8 bulbs £6.99
KC1260 16 bulbs £9.99
KC1373 32 bulbs £14.99

‘Ground Cover Mix’ 
A magnificent low-growing mix of 
tulips to stop spring weeds in their 
tracks. 
HBb. 25cm (10in). Flowers: Mar-Apr. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

45567 50 bulbs £12.99
KB6712 100 bulbs £17.99

‘Everlasting Mixed’ 
This Everlasting Mixture will come back 
year after year! 
HBb. 40cm (16in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

45564 16 bulbs £11.99
KB5934 32 bulbs £17.99
KB5935 64 bulbs £26.99

‘Murillo Mixed’ 
Short stems ideal for front of border. 
Some of the earliest tulips of the 
season. 
HBb. 20cm (8in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Beds, Borders, Cutting, 
Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

71450 16 bulbs £11.99
KB6713 32 bulbs £17.99

‘Parrot Mixed’ 
Hardly recognisable as a tulip, the 
blooms are fringed and ruffled. 
HBb. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Borders, Cutting, 
Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

45680 16 Bulbs £9.99
KB6223 32 Bulbs £14.99
KB6224 64 Bulbs £24.99

‘Paul Scherer’ 
The large, egg-shaped dark purple-
black blooms on strong stems are 
simply breathtaking. Said to be the 
blackest tulip available! 
HBb. 50cm (20in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Borders, Cutting, 
Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

KC1339 10 Bulbs £7.99

‘Pink Impression’ 
A tall and sturdy-stemmed tulip with 
large, shimmering rose-pink flowers 
that graduate to softer pink edges. 
HBb. 60cm (24in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun/Part shade. Beds, 
Borders, Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

KF4935 5 bulbs £8.99
KF5136 10 bulbs £11.99

NEW

‘Rembrandt Mix’ 
Creating more than just a pretty 
picture, these tulips are truly delightful. 
HBb. 50cm (20in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

KF1615 15 bulbs £12.99
KF4708 30 bulbs £16.99
KF0102 60 bulbs £24.99

‘Triumph Mix’ 
A vibrant mix of top-trending tulips. 
HBb. 45cm (18in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Borders, Cuttings, 
Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

62667 16 bulbs £9.99
KB6716 32 bulbs £13.99
KB3019 50 bulbs £12.99
KF1590 100 bulbs £29.99

‘Value Majestic Mix’ 
Magnificent colour on top of slender, 
sturdy stems. 
HBb. 35cm (14in). Flowers: Apr-May. Sun. Beds, Borders, 
Cutting, Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

45749 50 bulbs £13.99
81321 100 bulbs £19.99
KB6938 200 bulbs £34.99

BUY 64 
SAVE 

£20.97

Tulip
Bulbs

BUY 100 
SAVE 
£7.99



Fruit Trees & Plants 
  BULB S

Why not grow your own mouth-watering, freshly harvested berries 
and fruits? Working with the same supplier for more than 30 years, 
we consistently deliver the highest quality fruit plants on the market! 

Raspberries One of the most popular summer berries! Plant 45cm (18”) apart; 1.8m (6’) between  
     rows.   Delivery from December.

Malling Minerva  Begins fruiting in 
early June, with firm, large, mid-red 
berries of very good sweet flavour. 
Spine free with good disease resistance. 
HS. 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: May-Aug. Harvest: Jun-Jul. Sun. Kitchen 
Garden. Del: Dec. 

KC3049 3 canes £9.99
KC3050 6 canes £14.99
KC3051 12 canes £24.99

Joan J  An abundance of large, bright, 
juicy berries, with a truly delicious 
flavour. Eat fresh or can be frozen for a 
taste of summer later in the year. 
HS. 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Jun-Aug. Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Kitchen 
Garden. Del: Dec. 

KC3042 3 canes £9.99
KC2488 6 canes £15.99
KC2489 12 canes £24.99

All Gold An outstanding autumn-
fruiting variety, producing large, golden 
fruits, with a taste that is even more 
exquisite than its red-fruited sisters! 
HS. 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Jul-Aug. Harvest: Aug-Oct. Sun. Kitchen 
Garden. Del: Dec. 

KC3044 3 canes £9.99
KC2490 6 canes £14.99
KC3045 12 canes £21.99

Autumn Bliss  One of the most reliable 
autumn fruiting varieties, producing a 
heavy crop of large, attractive red berries 
from late August until mid October. 
HS. 1.5m (59in). Harvest: Aug-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Gardens, 
Pots. Del: Dec. 

KC3039 3 canes £9.99
KC1914 6 canes £12.99
KC1917 12 canes £19.99

Glen Ample  A high-yielding, mid 
season variety that produces a heavy 
crop. Just five of the berries can weigh as 
much as 30gm (1oz)! 
HS. 1.5m (59in). Harvest: Jun-Jul. Sun. Kitchen Gardens, Pots. 
Del: Dec. 

KC3040 3 canes £9.99
KC1908 6 canes £12.99
KC1904 12 canes £19.99

Glen Prosen  Summer fruiting cultivar 
with medium-large sized fruit. Thornless 
and upright, with moderate vigour. 
Suited to drier and wetter regions. 
HS. 2.5m (8ft). Harvest: Jun-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Gardens, Pots. 
Del: Dec. 

KC3041 3 canes £9.99
KC1972 6 canes £11.99
KC1971 12 canes £19.99

Raspberry Full Season Collection 
Contains Autumn Bliss, Glen Ample and Glen Prosen
72388 9 canes £19.99 72389 18 canes £29.99

BUY 18 
SAVE 
£7.98

Strawberries
Plants supplied will be strong, open-ground runners (plants), 
certified under the Plant Health Propagation Scheme (PHPS). All 
plants will be hand graded and selected before packing. Plant 
strawberries 45cm (18") apart with 75cm (2½’) between each row. 
Choose a sunny, sheltered spot and dig in plenty of well-rotted 
manure or compost.   Delivery November-December.

Cambridge Favourite  A bumper 
crop of juicy orange-red fruits with 
an excellent flavour and texture 
from June to July. 
HP. 20cm (8in). Flowers: May. Harvest: Jun-Jul. Sun. 
Greenhouse, Kitchen Garden, Pots. Del: Nov-Dec. 

KC1905 12 bare roots £9.99
KC1940 24 bare roots £15.99

Florence  Ideal for a late season 
harvest. A prolific cropper with 
exceptional disease resistance. 
HP. 20cm (8in). Flowers: May. Harvest: Jun-Jul. Sun. 
Greenhouse, Kitchen Garden, Pots. Del: Nov-Dec. 

13898 12 bare roots £9.99
65254 24 bare roots £15.99

Marshmello  A mid-season variety 
which produces exceptionally sweet 
fruit with excellent disease resistance. 
Well suited to growing in containers for 
a space saving crop on the patio. 
HP. 20cm (8in). Flowers: May. Harvest: Jun-Jul. Sun. Kitchen 
Garden. Del: Dec. 

KC3009 6 bare roots £8.99
KC4694 12 bare roots £12.99

Honeoye One of the leading 
commercial early varieties, with 
bright red, very firm fruits of 
superb quality and flavour. 
HP. 20cm (8in). Flowers: May. Harvest: Jun-Jul. Sun. 
Kitchen Garden, Pots. Del: Nov-Dec. 

14327 12 bare roots £11.99
KB3075 24 bare roots £15.99

Strawberry  
Full Season 
Collection 
Contains Honeoye,  
Cambridge Favourite and Florence
KB3077 36 bare roots £19.99

BUY 36 
SAVE 
£11.98

Flamenco  If space is limited, try 
growing this ever-bearing variety to 
maximise your crop of delicious sweet 
and juicy fruits over a long period. 
HP. 20cm (8in). Harvest: Jul-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Garden, Pots. 
Del: Jan-Feb. 

KC3012 6 bare roots £9.99
KB7472 12 bare roots £13.99
KB7473 24 bare roots £19.99

Malling Centenary  Selected for its 
improved flavour and looks, this easy to 
grow variety produces rich red berries 
which are full of flavour in just 60 days! 
HP. 30cm (12in). Flowers: May-Aug. Harvest: Jun-Sept. Sun. 
Kitchen Garden. Del: Dec. 

KC3006 6 bare roots £8.99
KB9410 12 bare roots £12.99
KB9411 24 bare roots £19.99

Elsanta 
An excellent mid-season variety, 
producing heavy crops of glossy, 
orange-red fruit with a delicious sweet 
flavour.  ‘Which?’ Best Buy variety
HP. 20cm (8in). Harvest: Jun-Jul. Sun. Basket, Kitchen Garden, 
Pots. Del: Dec. 

KC3013 6 bare roots £8.99
KC4690 12 bare roots £11.99

BUY 12 
SAVE 
£5.99

BUY 12 
SAVE 
£17.97

FROM 
£8.99
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Fruit continued

Blackberry Coolaris Patio 
Despite its compact habit, it’s a big 
cropper, producing large, juicy berries 
with a lovely sweet flavour. 
HS. 1m (3ft). Harvest: Aug-Sept. Sun. Kitchen Garden, Pots. 
Del: Sept-Nov. 

KB5851 1 x 9cm pot £9.99
KB5883 3 x 9cm pots £17.99

Blackberry Black Cascade 
This compact variety enables 
gardeners to grow in patio pots and 
hanging baskets. 
HS. 30cm (12in). Harvest: Aug-Oct. Sun. Baskets, Kitchen 
Garden, Pots. Del: Sept-Nov. 

70647 1 x 9cm pot £9.99
KC1966 2 x 9cm pots £17.99
KB6230 3 x 9cm pots £22.99

BUY 3 
SAVE 
£11.98

Blueberry Rubel 
Intensely flavoured berries are slightly 
smaller than some varieties but darker 
in colour. This high yielding variety also 
boasts good disease-resistance. 
HS. 2m (6.5ft). Harvest: Aug. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen Garden, 
Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

KC4658 1 x 1.5 litre pot £14.99
KF5353 2 x 1.5 litre pots £24.99

Blackcurrant  
Summer Pearls 
With a naturally bushy and compact 
habit, it produces excellent crops in the 
smallest of spaces! 
HS. 1m (3ft). Harvest: Jun. Sun. Kitchen Garden, Pots. Del: 
Sept-Nov. 

KB5849 1 x 9cm pot £9.99
KB5879 3 x 9cm pots £19.99

Raspberry Tree 
Fruits with a jammy flavour. Perfect in a 
container, with no pruning required. 
HS. 1.8-2.4m (6-8ft). Harvest: Jun-Aug. Sun. Borders, Pots, 
Kitchen Garden. Del: Sept-Nov. 

KF3976 1 x 9cm pot £13.99
KF3977 2 x 9cm pots £19.99
KF1514 1 x 5 litre pot £34.99
KF1515 2 x 5 litre pots £59.99

BUY 3 
SAVE 
£9.98

NEW

Gooseberry Collection 
Quintessentially English, gooseberries 
can be picked early in the season for 
savoury sauces or left on the bush to 
ripen, gradually becoming deliciously 
sweet and juicy. 
HS. 1.2m (48in). Harvest: Jun-Jul. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Garden. Del: Dec. 

Captivator
KB2359 3 bare roots £17.99
Invicta
KC1907 3 bare roots £14.99
Hinnonmaki Yellow
KC1909 3 bare roots £14.99

Gooseberry 
Collection 
Invicta, Hinnonmaki  
Yellow & Captivator
KB2360 3 bare roots £14.99
KB2361 9 bare roots £34.99

BUY 9 
SAVE 

£12.98

Rhubarb Tasters Collection 
Rhubarb ‘Taster’s Collection’ will 
keep you supplied with rhubarb 
crumble, pies, and jams throughout 
the rhubarb season, from the earliest 
fruiting varieties to the last. 
HP. 60cm (24in). Harvest: Apr-Jun. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Garden. Del: Jan-Feb. 

Timperley Early
40099 1 budded piece £8.99
KC4680 3 budded pieces £14.99
Victoria
55058 1 budded piece £8.99
15074 2 budded pieces £11.99
65371 4 budded pieces £17.99
Polish Raspberry
KC3052 1 budded piece £8.99
KC4675 3 budded pieces £14.99

Hinnonmaki Yellow

Invicta

Captivator

Timperley Early

Victoria

Polish Raspberry

Rhubarb  
Tasters  
Collection 
Timperley Early, Victoria  
& Polish Raspberry
KC4676 3 budded pieces £14.99

BUY 3 
SAVE 
£11.98

Blackcurrant Ben Alder 
A high yielding variety which is popular 
with commercial growers for juice 
production due to its high productivity. 
Good resistance to mildew and leaf spot. 
HS. 1.2m (47in). Harvest: Jun. Sun. Kitchen Gardens. Del: 
Jan-Feb. 

KC4649 1 bare root £8.99
KC3063 3 bare roots £14.99

Blackcurrant Ebony 
Heavy crops of large, firm currants 
- each one up to twice the size of a 
normal blackcurrant - are produced for 
harvesting from early to mid July. 
HS. 1.2m (4ft). Flowers: Apr-May. Harvest: Jul. Sun. Kitchen 
Garden. Del: Dec. 

14310 1 bare root £7.99
KC1910 3 bare root £12.99

Blueberry Pink Lemonade 
Breaks all the rules, producing 
generous crops of deep pink berries 
with a delicious, sweet flavour. 
HS. 1.5m (5ft). Flowers: Apr-May. Harvest: Aug-Sept. Sun/Part 
Shade. Kitchen Garden, Pots. Del: Sept-Nov. 

KB4268 1 x 9cm pot £9.99
KB5282 2 x 9cm pots £16.99

Strawberry Gasana 
This magnificent strawberry variety 
is both ornamental and edible, 
incorporating pretty pink flowers with 
delicious, sweet fruits. 
HP. 20cm (8in). Harvest: May-Jun, Sept. Sun. Borders, Kitchen 
Garden, Pots. Del: Sept-Nov. 

KB5403 1 x 9cm pot £8.99
KB5555 3 x 9cm pots £14.99
KB5556 6 x 9cm pots £19.99

Strawberry Toscana 
Easy to grow and perfect as a 
beautiful ornamental edible, with dark 
pink flowers.
HP. 20cm (8in). Harvest: May-Jul. Sun. Kitchen Garden, Pots. 
Del: Sept-Nov. 

KB5402 1 x 9cm pot £8.99
KB5557 3 x 9cm pots £14.99
KB5558 6 x 9cm pots £19.99

BUY 3 
SAVE 
£11.98
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Citrus Tree Collection 
Savour the taste of home grown 
citrus fruits! Glossy evergreen foliage 
and clusters of fragrant waxy blossom 
in spring make citrus trees ideal 
feature plants for conservatories and 
patios. 
HHT. 3m (10ft). Harvest: Jul-Nov. Sun. Greenhouses, Indoors, 
Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

Orange Calamondin
10993 1 x 9cm pot £11.99
Lemon Eureka
12268 1 x 9cm pot £11.99
Lime Tahiti
58641 1 x 9cm pot £11.99

Citrus Tree 
Collection 
Contains 1 each of the  
above varieties
KB7703 3 x 9cm pots £19.99

BUY 3 
SAVE 

£15.98

Orange Calamondin

Lemon Eureka

Lime Tahiti

Patio Fruit Tree 
Collection 
Imagine an orchard on your own 
patio! These patio fruit trees have 
been specifically grafted to rootstock, 
selected for their dwarf habit, making 
them ideal for growing in large 
containers. Delightful spring blossom 
makes way for good yields of attractive 
and delicious fruits from late summer. 
HT. 1m (3ft). Harvest: Jul, Sept-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Garden, 
Pots. Del: Sept-Dec. 

Apple Golden Delicious
10395 1 x 9cm pot £12.99
Apple Gala
42023 1 x 9cm pot £12.99
Cherry Sylvia
10442 1 x 9cm pot £12.99
Pear Conference
42025 1 x 9cm pot £12.99
Plum Black Amber
10632 1 x 9cm pot £12.99 

Patio  
Fruit Tree 
Collection 
Contains one of each variety
KB6209 5 x 9cm pots £49.99 Apple Golden DeliciousPlum Black Amber

Cherry Sylvia Pear Conference

Apple Gala

Fruit 
Trees 
for the 
patio!

BUY 5 
SAVE 

£14.96

Plum Victoria 
Delicious plums, from August, can be 
eaten fresh off the tree, and are great 
for cooking. Reliable and very heavy 
cropping. This variety is self-fertile. 
HT. 2.5m (8ft). Harvest: Aug. Sun. Kitchen Garden. Del: Dec. 

14251 1 bare root £34.99

Apple Britain’s Favourite 
Apple Tree Collection 
This collection contains some of 
the most highly regarded varieties. 
Grafted onto a dwarfing rootstock, the 
crowns are easily reached to prune, 
spray and pick your delicious fruit. 
HT. Del: Dec. 

Braeburn
40205 1 bare root £29.99
Bramley
14274 1 bare root £29.99
Cox
14275 1 bare root £29.99

Apple  
Britain’s  
Favourite  
Apple Tree 
Collection 
Braeburn, Bramley & Cox
KA4049 3 bare roots £54.99

Almond Robijn 
This beautiful sweet almond makes a 
highly ornamental tree bearing showy, 
light pink blossom in spring. Will form 
a medium sized, spreading tree with 
excellent resistance to peach leaf curl. 
HT. 3.5m (11ft). Harvest: Aug-Sept. Sun. Beds. Del: Dec. 

14334 1 bare root £39.99

Walnut Europa 
‘Europa’ is an especially dwarf variety of 
walnut, reaching only 3.5 metres tall at 
maturity, unlike the common walnut 
which reaches a towering 30 metres. 
HT. 3.5m (11ft). Harvest: Sept-Oct. Sun. Beds. Del: Dec. 

KC5378 1 bare root £59.99

Apple Worcester Pearmain 
An early season desert variety that has 
a sweet flavour. It is perfect for eating 
straight from the tree although it is also 
a good variety for stewing.
HT. 4m (13ft). Harvest: Aug-Sept. Sun/Part Shade. Kitchen 
Garden. Del: Dec. 

KC5360 1 bare root £34.99

Pear Conference 
The best known of all pears. Excellent 
eaten as a dessert pear but also 
exceptional when cooked. Firm flesh 
can be eaten hard or fully ripe. 
HT. 1m (3ft). Harvest: Jul, Sept-Oct. Sun. Kitchen Garden, Pots. 
Del: Dec. 

40204 1 bare root £29.99

Braeburn

Bramley

Cox

BUY 5 
SAVE 

£14.96

Fruit Trees
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RHS SylvaGrow 
A unique blend of fine bark, wood fibre 
and coir (from a single known source) 
plus sterilised loam and sand. It contains 
balanced nutrients sufficient for the first 
4–6 weeks of growth. Does not contain 
peat or green waste compost. 
Despatch: Within 24 hours. 

Pine Mini Mulch
KC3785 1 x 50 litre bag £24.99
KC3784 2 x 50 litre bags £39.99
Ericaceous Compost (Peat Free)
KC3786 1 x 40 litre bag £21.99
Farmyard Manure
KC3787 50 litre bag £17.99
Multipurpose Compost
KC3788 1 x 40 litre bag £21.99
Multipurpose Compost with 
John Innes 50
KC3789 1 x 40 litre bag £21.99
Organic Compost
KC5680 40 litre bag £21.99
Peat-free planter for organic 
growing
KC3790 45 litre bag £19.99

for extra vigour and 
disease resistance

3500W 3-in-1 
Blower, Vacuum and 
Shredder 
Remove, collect and shred unwanted 
leaf and garden debris with this powerful 
3500W 3-in-1 blower, vacuum and 
shredder. Three functions including 
blowing, vacuuming and mulching. 
Dimensions: L120 x W14 x H34cm. 2-year warranty. Despatch: 
Within 3 days. 

G3715  £49.99

600W Electric 
Hedge Trimmer 
This 600w hedge trimmer uses a double-
sided cutting motion to effortlessly trim 
hedges, it features an impressive 61cm in 
cutting length and always leaves you with 
a premium end result. 
Dimensions: L101 x W13 x H18cm. 24 months. Despatch: 24 hours. 

G2759  £59.99

Memory Foam 
Kneeler 
For gardeners that do a lot weeding 
and tending of flowerbeds, especially for 
those that are elderly or have mobility 
problems. Memory foam, with a durable, 
waterproof neoprene cover. 
Dimensions: L50 x W30 x H5cm. 12-month guarantee. 
Despatch: within 24 hours. 

G2165 each £16.99
KF5431 x2 £27.99

Scarecrow  
Double Pack 
Deter birds and pests from your garden 
with our twin pack of scarecrows. A 
fun addition to your garden, these 
charming scarecrows will help protect 
seedlings, plants and flowers. 
Dimensions: 1.8m (6ft). Despatch: Within 24 Hours. 

D4454 Pack of 2 £29.99

Fibre grow pots 
A great alternative to plastic pots, 
these naturally biodegradable fibre 
pots are perfect for planting seeds, 
seedlings and cuttings.
Dimensions: D6 x H6cm. Despatch: Within 3 days. 

81741 x 48 £8.99
KB3144 x 96 £12.99
KB3145 x 192 £17.99

20 Cell Natural 
Rubber Seed Tray 
Made from Fairly Traded FSC certified 
natural rubber and designed to be easy 
to cut in half, for easy separation to fit 
onto a windowsill or shelf. 
Dimensions: L32 x W25 x H5 cm. Despatch: within 24 hours. 

KF0911 each £24.99
KF0964 x 2 £44.99
KF0968 x 3 £59.99

Shuttle Tray & Pots 
Each sturdy tray comes with eighteen 
9cm diameter pots which can be 
removed from the tray at any time. Wash, 
dry and used year after year. 
Despatch: within 24 hours. 

KC9692 1 tray, 18 pots £9.99
KC9693 3 trays, 54 pots £11.99
KC9694 5 trays, 90 pots £16.99
KC9695 10 trays, 180 pots £24.99

Strulch An amazing 
combination of weed control, pest 
control and fertiliser all in one! This 
straw mulch is an environmentally 
friendly alternative to peat compost for 
its nutrient value and a more effective 
way of using wheat straw as mulch.   
‘Which?’ Best Buy Despatch: Within 24 hours. 

KC3830 1 x 100 litre bag £19.99
KC3827 2 x 100 litre bags £29.99
KC3826 12 x 100 litre bags £169.99

Goods for  
the Garden

  BULB S

Wool Compost  
For Seeds 
A special blend of composted bracken 
and wool with excellent water retention 
properties. Has been shown to promote 
germination, root system development 
and healthy growth of seedlings. 
Despatch: Within 24 hours. 

KC3903 1 x 12 litre bag £19.99
KC3902 3 x 12 litre bags £39.99

Wool Compost  
For Veg And Salads 
This peat-free, sustainable wool 
compost is blended to provide 
the optimum nutrient balance for 
growing healthy and nutritious organic 
vegetables, salads and fruit. 
Despatch: Within 24 hours. 

KC3905 1 x 30 litre bag £19.99
KC3904 2 x 30 litre bags £34.99
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ORDERING & DELIVERY 
INFORMATION

Suttons strives to ensure that all its 
plants are delivered to you in the perfect 
condition for planting. Sadly the time it 
takes to deliver to certain locations in the 
UK means that we can’t guarantee this, 
so regretfully we are unable to ship live 
plants to the following areas: HS, IV41-IV49, 
IV51, IV55-56, KW15-KW17, PA34, PA41-48, 
PA60-PA78, PA80, PH40-PH44, TR21-TR25, 
ZE1-ZE3. We are also unable to ship seeds 
or plants to EU countries and Northern 
Ireland.

Hard Goods includes any non-plant/
seed items such as equipment, compost/
growing media and garden furniture.

*  Delivery cost for coloured lorry items + 
any other items needs to be paid at that 
stated per lorry plus an additional £2.  
For coloured lorry marked items please 
allow 5-7 days for delivery - please note 
due to courier limitations we are unable 
to supply these items to Northern Ireland, 
Isle of Man, Highlands, Islands, BFPO, 
Channel Islands, Scilly Isles and Eire.
Full terms and conditions are available 
 on request or on our website at  
www.suttons.co.uk. 
Where savings are shown, please note 
that savings are based on the equivalent 
of multiples of the cheapest pack size.
Call: 0844 736 4208 - Calls cost 7p per 
minute plus your phone company’s access 
charge. Calls from other networks may 
vary. Lines open Mon-Fri (9am-8pm) Sat-
Sun (9am-6pm). 
Prices valid to 20th December 2023

Maxicrop Original 
Seaweed Extract
• Strong healthy root system
• Greener, healthier leaves
• Better establishment
• Improved root growth

£4.99 
 with any 

orders  
over £45

£4.99 
 with any 

orders  
over £30

£2.99  
with any 

order

£4.99 
 with any 

orders  
over £60

Iris Eyecatcher
KB6694 20 Bulbs Usually £12.99

Allium Purple Sensation
KF4669 30 Bulbs Usually £11.99

Peat Free Seed Starter Tray
KB2220 35 Cell Kit Usually £9.99

Seed Tin & 10 packs of Veg Seed
KF0058  Usually £19.99

YOUR SPECIAL OFFERS

ABBREVIATIONS & SYMBOLS
HP Hardy Perennial
HHP  Half Hardy Perennial
GP  Greenhouse/indoor plant
HA  Hardy Annual
HHA Half-hardy Annual
HBb Hardy Bulb
HHBb Half Hardy Bulb
HB  Hardy Biennial
HCl Hardy Climber
HS Hardy Shrub
HT  Hardy Tree
TS Tender Shrub
TT Tender Tuber
F1 Variety specially bred for  
 increased vigour & performance
❄ Varieties suitable for freezing 

 Award of Garden Merit 
 (AGM) from the Royal 
 Horticultural Society (RHS)
 “Perfect for Pollinators”  

 as awarded  by the RHS
   Varieties recommended for 

exhibition
Edible - Some parts of this plant are 
edible, please see online for more details
EASY-TO-SOW PELLETS  Varieties in 
coated seed for easier handling and 
sowing. Each pellet contains 1 seed

 Varieties trialled, tested and 
recommended by the National 
Institute of Agricultural Botany.

  Fleuroselect Medal Winner - 
a hallmark of quality.

SEED COUNTS We show actual packet 
content where it is 20 seeds or less, 
or average packet content where it is 
more than 20 seeds.
GENETICALLY MODIFIED VARIETIES 
We do not currently list any varieties 
that have been produced as a result of 
genetic modification. 

We can treat your plants for £1 
just tick the box on order form 

Order Details
Page 
No. Description Product code Qty TOTAL

SUBTOTAL £

Delivery Address 
Title Initial Surname

Address

Postcode

Daytime Tel. No.*

Mobile Tel. No.*

Email*

Keeping track of your order  By sharing your email address*, 
telephone* and mobile number* with us you can track the status of your 
order and receive progress updates. Please note that we may print your 
telephone number on the despatch label which will ensure the carrier can 
contact you if they need to. You may receive an email from our courier with 
updates on your delivery including information to enable you to track your 
order. We will not pass on email or phone numbers to any other third parties.

YOUR SPECIAL OFFERS Tick

Please treat ALL of my plants with Maxicrop  
to give them the best possible start (Plants only) £1

I have placed an order - please send Iris Eyecatcher  
(20 Bulbs) - worth £12.99 (KB6694) £2.99

My order is over £30 - please send Peat Free Seed 
Starter Tray (35 Cell) - worth £9.99 (KB2220) £4.99

My order is over £45 - please send Seed Tin & 10 
packets of Veg Seed - worth £19.99 (KF0058) £4.99

My order is over £60 - please send Allium Purple 
Sensation (30 Bulbs) - worth £11.99 (KF4669) £4.99

SPECIAL OFFER TOTAL £

DELIVERY TOTAL £

Less gift/credit vouchers (if applicable) -
TOTAL £

Please charge my credit/debit card

Card No. (Payment will be deducted on receipt of your order)

Extra card security - turn your card  
over and write the last 3 numbers  
from your signature strip

OR  I enclose a cheque  
payable to: SUTTONS  
(please add name and address on back)

Payment Method

PLEASE TICK  
RELEVANT 
BOX

Expiry date

M M Y Y

✃
IF ORDERING BY PHONE 

OR ONLINE, PLEASE QUOTE 
SUSC923B

• By placing an order with us, you become a Suttons customer, so we would like to continue sending our catalogue to you, giving you first sight of our 
new varieties. Please tick the box if you do not want to receive them 

• As a Suttons customer we would like to send you new variety previews, newsletters & exclusive special offers and discounts via email. Please tick this 
box if you do not want to receive them 

• We think you’d enjoy some of the latest products and offers from our trusted partners: companies operating in the charities, clothing, collectables, food 
& wine, gardening, gadgets & entertainment, health & beauty, household goods, travel, home interiors and financial products planning for your future 
categories. If you do not want to receive these, please tick this box 

• To learn more about our partners and how your data may be used for marketing, see our privacy policy at www.suttons.co.uk/privacy-and-cookies. 
Suttons takes your privacy very seriously. You can change your communications preferences with us at any time, by calling our customer service team 
on 0333 043 0700

Staying in touch with Suttons
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Seeds only  £2.99

Hard Goods only  £6.99
Plants/potatoes/tubers/ 

trees/bulbs only  £6.99

Seeds PLUS Plants/potatoes/ 
tubers/trees/bulbs  £7.99

Seeds/plants/potatoes/tubers/trees 
/bulbs PLUS Hard Goods  £7.99

Hard Goods marked  
with a coloured lorry* 

 £9.99     £14.99   

 £19.99  £24.99   

* Lorry items AND any other items  
- just £2 additional delivery  +£2

Woodview Road, Paignton, Devon TQ4 7NG  Orderline: 0844 736 4208
Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge. Calls from other networks may vary. 
Calls may be monitored for training purposes. 

accepted online

WIN £100!  
to spend at Suttons

5 prizes up for grabs
Simply sign up for our exclusive  
email offers to enter…

✔ New & Exclusive Offers
✔ Inspiration & advice
For your chance to win, simply  
enter your email address at
www.suttons.co.uk/win23autumn

Please note only one entry per person. Closing date for entries is 23:59 on 14th November 
2023. 5 prizes will be drawn at random from all eligible entries and the winner notified 
by email within 14 days. Prize supplied as £100 voucher to be used at www.suttons.co.uk 
with no cash alternative available. Competition also open to existing email members.



A customer 
favourite!
Broad Bean 
Aquadulce Claudia 
The best autumn sowing broad bean 
for an early harvest the following 
spring. Slender pods of 23cm (9”) long, 
are full of succulent white seeded 
flavoursome beans. 
1m (39in). Sow: Nov-Jan. Harvest: May-Jul. 

193818 45 seeds £3.49

Seed  
clearance 

only £1  
per pack
see pages  

60-61

80 Full range online at suttons.co.uk SU
23
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Have you subscribed?
Don’t forget to include your email address when placing an 
order using the order form overleaf.

There are many benefits to subscribing to our newsletters:
● Exclusive Offers – only available to email subscribers.
● New Varieties – you will be the first to hear.
● Tips & Guidance – get growing with expert horti-hints.

Happy growing!

The Suttons Team

Your  
SPECIAL 
OFFERS... 

Peat Free Seed Starter Tray
KB2220 35 Cell Kit Usually £9.99

Allium Purple Sensation
KF4669 30 Bulbs Usually £11.99

Seed Tin & 10 packs of Veg Seed
KF0058  Usually £19.99

Welcome to your
SEED 
CATALOGUE 2024

Your Offer Code:

SUSC923B
Please quote when ordering to activate discounts.

£2.99  
with any 

order

£4.99 
with any 

order  
over £45

£4.99 
with any 

order  
over £60

£4.99 
with any 

order  
over £30

Iris Eyecatcher
KB6694 20 Bulbs Usually £12.99

Gardening SUTTONS GARDENING CLUB 
Become a member today and benefit from exclusive offers… 

10% off every order placed online 
Members get 10% off all products. Discount will 
automatically be applied to your online order. 
£20 worth of vouchers (4 x £5) 
Sign up and receive 4 x £5 vouchers to use off 
any online purchases over £20. One voucher  
per order. 

10% OFF 
every order 
plus £20  

in vouchers

Gardening Tips   
Insight on new gardening trends and 
helpful advice for your garden each month. 

Exclusive members only deals 
Be the first to see exclusive special offers 
and exciting new products

Just £10 for 1 year’s membership 
Pay just £10 for 12 months and start 
saving online today!

Sign me up! 
To become a member go to  

suttons.co.uk/membership-signup

Have you joined the Suttons Gardening Club yet? 
Membership costs just £10 for one year and you will 
benefit from 10% off all online orders, £20 worth of 
Suttons vouchers as well as other member benefits.  
Visit www.suttons.co.uk/membership-signup  
for more details and join the customers already 
enjoying the benefits.

We are delighted to be sending you this latest edition of our 
seed catalogue. Within its pages you will find tried and tested 
best-sellers alongside exciting new varieties and fantastic 
ranges of equipment and plants.

Our BEST SELLING veg seeds are on page 3, including the 
award winning customer favourite Beetroot Boltardy. Resistant 
to bolting, it also comes as seed tape for easy sowing. Turn to 
pages 18-19 to see some of our New Vegetable Seed highlights.

New Flower Seed highlights can be found on pages 50-51, 
including the first dwarf Mexican Sunflower, Fiesta del Sol, 
and the stunning Agastache Arizona Sunset!

On pages 60-61 we have a wide range of flower and veg seeds 
on sale at ONLY £1 per pack.

It’s impossible to fit everything into one catalogue so be sure 
to visit www.suttons.co.uk to view our full range of plants, 
seeds and gardening essentials.

Dear Mr Sample,

Mr A B Sample 
1 Sample Street
Any district
Anytown
Anycounty 
AA1 1AA    



• By placing an order with us, you become a Suttons customer, so we would like to continue sending our catalogue to you, giving you first sight of our new varieties. Please tick the box if you do not want to receive them 
• As a Suttons customer we would like to send you new variety previews, newsletters & exclusive special offers and discounts via email. Please tick this box if you do not want to receive them 
• We think you’d enjoy some of the latest products and offers from our trusted partners: companies operating in the charities, clothing, collectables, food & wine, gardening, gadgets & entertainment, health & beauty, 

household goods, travel, home interiors and financial products planning for your future categories. If you do not want to receive these, please tick this box 
• To learn more about our partners and how your data may be used for marketing, see our privacy policy at www.suttons.co.uk/privacy-and-cookies. Suttons takes your privacy very seriously. You can change your 

communications preferences with us at any time, by calling our customer service team on 0333 043 0700

Staying in touch with Suttons

For quick and easy catalogue-style 
ordering why not try our online quickshop? 
Visit www.suttons.co.uk/quickshop

Maxicrop Original Seaweed Extract
Maxicrop will give your plants:
• Strong healthy root system
• Greener, healthier leaves
• Better establishment
• Improved root growth

• More energy for growth
• Greater nutrient availability
• Reduced stress during transit
KA4022 500ml £11.99 
KB0192 2 x 500ml £19.99

We can 
treat your 
plants for 
JUST £1 

see below

Giving your 
plants the best 
possible start

Woodview Road, Paignton, Devon TQ4 7NG
Orderline: 0844 736 4208
Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge. Calls from 
other networks may vary. Calls may be monitored for training purposes. 

Order Details
Page 
No. Description Product code Qty TOTAL

SUBTOTAL £

Your Special Offers Tick

Please treat ALL of my plants with Maxicrop  
to give them the best possible start (Plants only) £1

I have placed an order - please send Iris Eyecatcher  
(20 Bulbs) - worth £12.99 (KB6694) £2.99

My order is over £30 - please send Peat Free Seed Starter 
Tray (35 Cell) - worth £9.99 (KB2220) £4.99

My order is over £45 - please send Seed Tin & 10 packets of  
Veg Seed - worth £19.99 (KF0058) £4.99

My order is over £60 - please send Allium Purple Sensation  
(30 Bulbs) - worth £11.99 (KF4669) £4.99

SPECIAL OFFER TOTAL £

DELIVERY TOTAL £

Less gift/credit vouchers (if applicable) -
TOTAL £

Delivery Address 
Title Initial Surname

Address

Postcode

Daytime Tel. No.*

Mobile Tel. No.*

Email*

Keeping track of your order  By sharing your email address*, 
telephone* and mobile number* with us you can track the status of your 
order and receive progress updates. Please note that we may print your 
telephone number on the despatch label which will ensure the carrier can 
contact you if they need to. You may receive an email from our courier with 
updates on your delivery including information to enable you to track your 
order. We will not pass on email or phone numbers to any other third parties.

Please charge my credit/debit card

Card No. (Payment will be deducted on receipt of your order)

Extra card security - turn your card  
over and write the last 3 numbers  
from your signature strip

Payment Method

PLEASE TICK  
RELEVANT 
BOX

Expiry date

M M Y Y
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Seeds only  £2.99

Hard Goods only  £6.99

Plants/potatoes/tubers/trees/bulbs only  £6.99

Seeds PLUS Plants/potatoes/tubers/trees/bulbs  £7.99

Seeds/plants/potatoes/tubers/trees 
/bulbs PLUS Hard Goods  £7.99

Hard Goods marked  
with a coloured lorry* 

 £9.99     £14.99   

 £19.99  £24.99   

* Lorry items AND any other items  
- just £2 additional delivery  +£2

SU23018.02

T hank you for your order!

IF ORDERING BY PHONE 
OR ONLINE, PLEASE QUOTE 

SUSC923B

OR  I enclose a cheque  
payable to: SUTTONS  
(please add name and address on back) accepted online



USE OFFER CODE 

SUSC923B when ordering to receive offers 

£4.99 
with any 

orders  
over £45

£4.99 
with any 

orders  
over £30

£2.99 
 with any 

order

£4.99  
with any 

orders  
over £60

Iris Eyecatcher
KB6694 20 Bulbs Usually £12.99

Allium Purple Sensation
KF4669 30 Bulbs Usually £11.99

Peat Free Seed Starter Tray
KB2220 35 Cell Kit Usually £9.99

Seed Tin & 10 packets of Veg Seed
KF0058  Usually £19.99

Shop online at suttons.co.uk 
 or call us on 0844 736 4208

SU23018.03

YOUR SPECIAL OFFERS

Return address  
SUTTONS  
West Point Business Park 
Westland Square 
Leeds 
LS11 5SS

Iris Eyecatcher 
20 Bulbs 

ONLY £2.99  
with any order
See page 2 for details

Your 2024  
SEED
CATALOGUE  
IS INSIDE

Proof No / FS Code

Colours Proof Date OP

Envelope Size Manufacture Details Side Seams Window Size and Position

Please check this proof carefully before signing. ap/throat size or shape may change with production requirements. Authors amendments may incur extra charges, we will notify you prior to any 
changes being made. On occasion we may need to amend customer’s supplied artwork. Any changes made will be fully documented in the comments section of the pdf proof. It is a customer’s responsibility to read these comments prior to approving any proof. 

Are you aware of all current Royal Mail postal requirements? 
The provision of goods and services and of any credit terms by us for the price set-out in our quotation is strictly governed by our standard Conditions of Supply. By agreeing to this proof, you also agree to be bound by those Conditions.

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU VIEW THIS PDF WITH OVERPRINT PREVIEW ON IN YOUR ADOBE READER SETTINGS
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USE OFFER CODE: 
SUSC923B when ordering to receive offers

Return address  
SUTTONS  
West Point Business Park 
Westland Square 
Leeds 
LS11 5SS

SU23018.04

Don’t miss out!
Take advantage of the 
great offers inside

Your requested 
catalogue
IS INSIDE...

Proof No / FS Code

Colours Proof Date OP

Envelope Size Manufacture Details Side Seams Window Size and Position

Please check this proof carefully before signing. ap/throat size or shape may change with production requirements. Authors amendments may incur extra charges, we will notify you prior to any 
changes being made. On occasion we may need to amend customer’s supplied artwork. Any changes made will be fully documented in the comments section of the pdf proof. It is a customer’s responsibility to read these comments prior to approving any proof. 

Are you aware of all current Royal Mail postal requirements? 
The provision of goods and services and of any credit terms by us for the price set-out in our quotation is strictly governed by our standard Conditions of Supply. By agreeing to this proof, you also agree to be bound by those Conditions.

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU VIEW THIS PDF WITH OVERPRINT PREVIEW ON IN YOUR ADOBE READER SETTINGS
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Stylish raised beds in 
a choice of sizes & designs

Shop online at suttons.co.uk or call us on 0844 736 4208

Metal Raised Garden Bed 
This practical raised bed comes in a choice of sizes and is 
a perfect alternative for making your outdoor space into 
an allotment, perfect for the gardener who wants to have 
traditional style with modern features.
Dimensions: Medium L60 x W60 x H30cm. (2kg), Large L80 x W60 x H30cm. (2.5kg), Extra Large 
L120 x W90 x H30cm. (3.5kg). Despatch: Within 3 days. 

G4789 medium - each £34.99
KF0536 medium - pair SAVE £9.99 £59.99
G4790 large - each £44.99
KF0537 large - pair SAVE £9.99 £79.99
G4791 extra large - each £59.99
KF0538 extra large - pair SAVE £9.99 £99.99

Chrome Paperbark

BUY 2 
SAVE 

£49.99

Original Veggie Bed 
The clever flat-pack design can be set up 
in 6 different ways to suit the size and 
shape of your plot. Simply lay it out in a 
rectangle or square to the dimensions 
required, then assemble it using the 
hardware and handy tool provided. 
Includes a plastic edging to protect the 
rim, and give an attractive finish. 
Dimensions: Oblong: 1.6m x 0.6m. Small Rectangular: 0.9m x 0.6m. 
Small Square: 0.6m x 0.6m. Rectangular: 1.3m x 0.6m. Large Square: 
0.9m x 0.9m. Large Rectangular: 1.3m x 0.9m. Despatch: Within 3 days.

Chrome
KF1131 each £99.99
KF1132 pair SAVE £49.99 £149.99
Paperbark
KC0193 each £99.99
KC0195 pair SAVE £49.99 £149.99
Sage Green
KC0194 each £99.99
KC0196 pair SAVE £49.99 £149.99

Sage Green     

Wooden Raised Garden Bed 
A raised garden bed is the ideal way to grow plants and 
vegetables at home. These Hand-crafted raised beds have been 
made from durable solid wood and finished with a carbonized 
treatment to enhance the look and prolong the longevity. 
Dimensions: Small 60x60x22.5cm, Medium 80x60x22.5cm, Large 110x90x22.5cm. Despatch: 
Within 3 Working Days. 

KF5002 small - each £34.99
KF5005 small - pair SAVE £9.99 £59.99
KF5003 medium - each £44.99
KF5006 medium - pair SAVE £9.99 £79.99
KF5004 large - each £54.99
KF5007 large - pair SAVE £9.99 £99.99

Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge. Calls from other networks may vary. 



Premium Portable 
Greenhouses  (above)
Grow a variety of flowers, plants 
and vegetables in these portable 
greenhouses. Perfect for smaller 
gardens or an area where a permanent 
greenhouse is not possible. Netted 
windows ensure the temperature within 
the greenhouse can be controlled. 
Durable and easy to assemble with 
powder-coated steel frames and 
waterproof PE protector cover. Supplied 
with metal ground pegs. 
Base cover not included 12-month guarantee. Despatch: 
Within 7 days. 

Plant Protection

Mini Greenhouse (4 shelf)
G2160 W69 x H158 x D49cm £34.99
G2161 spare cover £14.99

Medium Walk-In Greenhouse (6 shelf)
G3345 W143 x H193 x D73cm £49.99
G3346 spare cover £29.99

Large Walk-In Greenhouse (12 shelf)
G3348 W143 x H195 x D143cm £79.99
G3349 spare cover £39.99

Wooden Cold Frames 
Keep your plants, young seedlings, 
vegetables or flower beds protected 
from harsh weather conditions. 
Constructed using strong and durable 
fir wood with polycarbonate panels.
Frame: L90 x W48 x H49.5cm. Raised Frame: L90 x W51 
x H104cm. Self assembly required 12-month guarantee. 
Despatch: Within 3 days. 

G2164 Cold Frame £49.99
G4471 Raised Cold Frame £69.99

Bell Cloche 
Simply place over your plants to create 
a microclimate that will encourage 
speedy growth and form a barrier 
from pests. Adjustable air vent aids 
temperature and humidity control. 
Dimensions: H30 x D33cm. Despatch: Within 3 days. 

KB2852 each £9.99
KB3817 x3 £14.99
KB3818 x5 £19.99

Apex  
Cloche 
Extend the growing season and keep 
delicate plants protected from all 
weather conditions with this garden 
cloche. Double-stitched seams for 
maximum durability and floor to roof 
zipped windows for easy access; these 
also help control the temperature 
inside. Supplied with metal pegs. 
Standard dimensions: L180 x W90 x H90cm. Extra Long 
dimensions: L270 x W90 x H90cm Frame: Steel tube, Cover: 
130g PE Mesh12-month guarantee. Despatch: Within 72 hours. 

Standard

G4797 Standard £34.99
G4798 Extra Long £39.99

Extra Long

Raised Cold Frame

Cold Frame

LargeMedium

Mini

Products to shield your plants from the 
elements, extending your growing season

Shop online at suttons.co.uk or call us on 0844 736 4208
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Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge. Calls from other networks may vary. 


